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S T E L L I N G E N

bij het proefschrift

'A FOCAL PLANE CAMERA FOR CELESTIAL XUV SOURCES' - HENK HUIZENGA

,. 1. Indien men met een röntgentelescoop gebieden aan de röntgensterrenhemel

met een hoekscheidend vermogen van een boogminuut wil waarnemen in het

golflengtegebied van 2 tot 200 Angstrom, valt het gebruik van 'proportio-

nele telbuis technologie' voor de brandvlakcamera veruit te verkiezen

boven andere bekende technologieën.

. - dit proefschrift.

2. Een dun plastic venster, zoals bijvoorbeeld nodig is voor de in dit

proefschrift beschreven brandvlakcamera, kan het best worden gemaakt

door opeenstapeling van een aantal ( 3 3 6 ) vliezen van Lexan, een

polycarbonaat, met een dikte van ongeveer 0,00007 millimeter.

'•!; - dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V.l.

u
t. 3. De atmosfeermodellen van Wesemael e.a. voor hete 'sterke gravitat ie '

::
( sterren zijn veelal ontoereikend, met name wat betreft de voorspelde

; fluxwaarden van straling met golflengten kleiner dan 1000 Angstrom.

{ - F. Wesemael, L.M. Auer, H.M. van Horn en
; M.P. Saoedoff, 1980, Ap. J. Suppl., 43, 1S9

•. - J. Heise en H. üuizenga, 1980, Astron.

' Astrophys., 84, 280

'., 4. Het ontwerp van, voor coïncidentiemetingen bedoelde, tweearmige spectro-
;. meter-opstellingen bij electronenversnellers, dient gebaseerd te zijn

i; op 'dispersie-aanpassings' technieken.
k

£ 5. De lange tijd tussen de introduktie van de Anger camera in de medische

f fysica (1958) en de ontwikkeling van dit principe voor hoge energie

Ir- astrofysica wijst op een onvoldoende uitwisseling tussen verschillende

i deelgebieden van de natuurkunde.

[ - ÏÏ.O. Angev, 1958, Rev. Soi. Instr., 29, 27



-2-

6. De opvatting1*2 ,dat de geschatte hoeveelheid moleculair waterstof tussen

4 en 8 kiloparsec van het galactisch centrum in het verleden sterk is

overschat, wordt ondersteund door met COS-B gedane metingen van de uit

onze melkweg afkomstige gammastraïing.

'J L. Blitz en F.H. Shu, 1980, Ap.J., 238, 148
2) E.3, Cohen, H. Cong, T.M. Dame en P. Thaddeus,

1980, Ap.J., 239, LS3.

7. Het college van Decanen van de Rijksuniversiteit Leiden zou er goed aan

doen zich te bezinnen op een 'interuniversitaire' interpretatie van het

woord 'faculteit' in artikel 5 sub 4 van het promotieregelement.

- promotieregelement Rijksuniversiteit Leiden.

8. Popularisering van wetenschappelijk onderzoek is wenselijk, maar dient

uit te stijgen boven een krampachtig pogen' onderzoeksresultaten als

voorpaginanieuws te presenteren.
l) b.v. 'Nieuw zicht op ontstaan van leven',

Quirien van Koolwijk in gesprek met prof. dr.

J.M. Greenberg, 1980, Mare, 4 j'rg. nr. 3.

9. De westerse academische theologie zou er goed aan doen haar nauwe

verbondenheid met de bestaande maatschappelijke situatie te erkennen,

in plaats van de schijn van onpartijdigheid op te houden.

-Juan Luis Segundo S.J., 'The liberation of

theology', 1976, Orbis-books, New York.

10.Voor een ingewikkeld beveiligingssysteem - of dat nu het lossen van een

tanker beveiligt, een kerncentrale of een 'atoomraket' - geldt:

'hoe langer het feilloos werkt, des te gevaarlijker wordt het om er op

te vertrouwen'.

i-. 11.Het lanceren van stellingen speelt een belangrijke rol bij de selectie

|' van ruimtevaartprojecten.

Leiden, oktober 1980
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

X-ray astronomy was born in 1962 with the discovery of the first

X-ray source outside the solar system. Since that time, numerous

observations of the X-ray sky have been carried out with the aid of high

altitude balloons, sounding rockets and a series of more than 10 X-ray

satellites which started with the launch in 1970 of Uhuru. Observations

have been made in the hard X-ray band (0.05-0.5 X ) , the medium X-ray band

(0.5-6 8) and the soft X-ray band (6-100 X ) . In 1975 the exploration of

the extreme ultra-violet (EUV) pass band (100-912 8 ) was also begun. The r

discovery of over a thousand discrete X-ray sources and a diffuse back-

ground with galactic and extragalactic components made many fundamental

contributions to our understanding of energetic phenomena in the universe _';

e.g. the physics of neutron stars, black holes, nuclei of galaxies and

million degree plasma regions in interstellar and intergalactic space

(e.g. Bradt and Giaconni (ed), 1972; Giacconi and Gursky (ed), 1974 and

Baity and Peterson (ed), 1979).

The rapid progression of X-ray astronomy was possible because of a

similarly rapid development of X-ray detection techniques. X-ray

astronomy studies above 2 A have now started to employ imaging telescopes,

comprising grazing incidence optics in conjunction with X-ray cameras in

the focal plane (in this context the word camera is used for imaging

focal plane detectors).

This thesis describes the development and performance of a new type '

of X-ray camera for the 2-250 X wavelength range (XUV), conducted by the J

Cosmic Ray Working Group, Leiden, partly in cooperation with the Space •

Research Laboratory, Utrecht (The Netherlands). v'2

The main incentive for this development was the discovery of soft ;|

X-ray emission by extended low brightness sources in the sky and of a \.\

patchy structure in the soft X-ray emission of our galaxy. These 'Ï?'

observations revealed new intriguing aspects of the interstellar medium ';S

(Tanaka and Bleeker, 1977) and called for a thorough systematic survey in ƒ
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the soft X-ray/EW band. Such a survey mission was also given high

priority by a joint meeting between U.S.A. and European scientists held

in Spitzingsee, which aimed to discuss the strategy for X-ray and y~ray

astronomy for the 1980's (under auspices of the National Academy of

Sciences and the European Science Foundation, see Aschenbach and Pinkau

(ed), 1978). The X-ray cameras available at the start of the present

research (1977) were however not very suited for this purpose, specifically

lacking sensitivity for sub-million degree thermal radiation.

In chapter II, I describe briefly the astrophysical rationale for

the development of the camera. Chapter III gives the motivation for the

present design concept and a comparison with other focal plane cameras

for the soft X/EUV pass band. Chapter IV discusses in detail the physical

processes in a proportional counter in general and for the present camera

in particular, in order to assess the parameters which govern position

and energy resolution. Chapter V describes the construction of the camera

elements. Chapter VI gives the measured characteristics of a test camera

and a prototype camera. At the end of chapter VI the expected performance

of the camera is highlighted for a typical XUV sky suv-vey mission and,

for comparison, also in conjunction with the optics of the Einstein

telescope.
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CHAPTER II

ASTROPHYSICAL RATIONALE

II.1 The Soft X-ray/EUV Horizon

Only recently it became clear that the viewing horizon in the soft

X-ray and extreme ultra-violet pass band was further away than expected.

We define the viewing horizon as the wavelength and direction dependent

unit optical depth in the interstellar gas, caused by absorption of

radiation by interstellar gas or dust. At EUV and soft X-ray wavelengths

the absorption is predominantly due to photo-electric interaction with

the neutral hydrogen and helium constituents of the interstellar gas.

Dust appears to affect the opacity of the interstellar medium (ISM) only

at wavelengths beyond 500 A* (Cruddace et al., 1974). An average neutral

gas density of •»» 1 atom/cm3 is derived from the 21 cm radio measurements

in the galactic plane. Such a density should largely obscure soft X/EUV

radiation of even the nearest stars (< 100 pc). This value is derived

however from averaging over a line of sight of several kpc, local regions

may differ markedly from this value.

In the seventies it turned out that the local (< 100 pc) part of

our galaxy had a much lower neutral gas density. The first indications

were obtained from the diffuse soft X-ray emission of our galaxy and its

interpretation in terms of hot plasma regions (Williamson et al., 1974).

Lyman-ce absorption in the spectra of several nearby stars clearly

indicated mean neutral gas densities below 0.I atom/cm3 (Copernicus

satellite, see Dupree et al., 1977). For example these measurements show

a mean gas density along the line of sight to a Virgo (at a distance of

87 pc) of 0.037 atom/cm3. Radio surveys at 21 cm (for an almost complete

survey, see Heiles, 1975) revealed for |b| > 10° extended regions of low

hydrogen column density, implying also the presence of regions in the ISM

with a neutral gas density much smaller than 1 atom/cm3. Finally some

support for the low local gas density is obtained from the interpretation
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of resonantly scattered solar H1(X = 1216 8) and the HeI(X = 584 A)

radiation, indicating again a value well below 1 atom/cm3 outside the

heliosphere. The mean neutral gas density within a radius of 100 pc is

recently estimated to be about 0.06 atoms/cm3 (Cash et al., 1979).

Figure II.1 shows the viewing horizon for a mean neutral gas

density of 1 atom/cm3 and for a density of 0.06 atoms/cm3. The graph

clearly shows the 'shift' of the horizon thus demonstrating the

feasibility of XUV astronomy. The value of 0.06 atoms/cm3 is a mean,

considerable fluctuations will exist depending on the particular line of

sight.

The 'shifted' horizon not only allows detection of EUV sources out

to *v 100 pc, but also investigation of the 'hot' components of the ISM

in our region of the galaxy.

SOFT-X- •EUV-
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Figure H. 1 Viewing horizon - to unit optical depth - assuming neutral
gas densities of 1 and 0.06 am and normal abundance.
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II.2 Hot plasma in interstellar space

The bulk of the soft X-ray background radiation measured around

44 8 is of galactic origin. McCammon et al. (1971) performed soft X-ray

scans over the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) and concluded that less than

25% of the soft X--ray background could originate from beyond the SMC.

Further observations of the soft X-ray background showed that its

intensity is highly anisotropic and highly wavelength dependent. Tanaka

and Bleeker (1977) who reviewed the diffuse soft X-ray sky showed that

only a small fraction of the background can be caused by the unresolved

contribution from discrete stellar sources. In addition, diffuse non-

thermal processes hardly contribute to this background. Hence, as

suggested by Williamson et al. (1974), the ISM should contain hot tenuous

plasma regions (T ̂  106 K), which thermally radiate in the soft X-ray

band. Evidence for the thermal nature of the soft X-ray background came

recently from Inoue et al. (1979) who reported the detection of an

emission line at 21.7 A, due to O-VII (helium-like oxygen) indicative for

a plasma temperature of 1.8 * io6 K. The presence of hot plasma regions

; in the ISM was not only invoked from the observation of the soft X-ray

background, it was also derived from the detection of O-VI absorption

lines in the spectra of numerous hot bright stars (Jenkins, 1978a). The

fraction of O-VI is highly temperature dependent and is most abundant

; around 3 x 105 K. Jenkins (1978b) showed that interpretation of the data

' in terms of interstellar O-VI was more probable than a circumstellar

origin, i.e. O-VI must reside in hot interstellar plasma.

Evidence for the existence of hot plasma regions (in the temperature

\ range 105~7 K) raises the question as to whether these hot plasmas pervade

; a substantial part of the ISM and constitute therefore a main component

' of the global ISM. This would mean a drastic change in the conception of

,.t the ISM, which was thought to consist of cool (T < 100 K) 'clouds', embedded

• in a warm (T >v 101* K) intercloud medium of partially ionized hydrogen

I (Field et al., 1969).

?•• All models proposed for a global ISM, with a substantial hot

'I component, involve - in different ways - the idea that large hot regions

'fj in the interstellar space are formed and sustained by supernova

I explosions. The hot tenuous gas regions which are formed by supernovae,

i have a long cooling time. (̂  106 yr, Spitzer, 1956) which, coupled to a

f supernova rate of one per forty years is sufficient to maintain a filling
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factor for the hot gas up to several tens of percent, dependent on the

model.

Soft X-ray emission from several nearby extended features in the

sky, like radio loops are consistent with an interpretation in terms of

supernova remnants in the adiabatic phase of evolution (e.g. Davelaar,

1979). Moreover, the presence of high velocity clouds and shocks in the

ISM, which have been confirmed by very high-resolution measurements of

ultra-violet interstellar lines (̂  1 km/s), also suggests the involvement

of supernovae, since thermal expansion of H-II regions cannot yield such

velocities (> 20 km/s).

A self consistent picture of the global ISM has been proposed among

others by McKee and Ostriker (1977). For a supernova rate of 10~13/pc3 yr

and imposing pressure equilibrium, they arrive at a model where cool

dense clouds (T < 100 K, n„ * 1 atom/cm3) are embedded in a hot tenuous

substrate (T •»» 106 K, n_ < 0.01 atoms/cm3) which occupies a large fraction
n

of the ISM. The clouds are surrounded by warmer layers with conductive

interfaces to the hot gas. The interfaces may reach temperatures up to

5 x 105 K and could explain the 0-VI absorption lines, the soft X-ray

originate from the tenuous substrate.

The observational data are however by no means adequate for a

quantified justification of this model or other proposed models. The

spatial accuracy to which the soft X-ray sky is mapped is approximately

one square degree at a sensitivity level of *u 6 * 10~12 erg/cm2s (HEAO-1

survey) and less than 1% of the EUV sky has been mapped (Apollo-Soyuz

satellite, spatial accuracy <x< 0°.5, sensitivity (2-10)x 10"11 erg/cm2s).

Only an all sky survey in the soft X/EUV band, with arc minute spatial

resolution and a sensitivity of *>» 10~13 erg/cm2s, will provide for an

adequate morphological study of the hot components ('shocks' and 'bubbles')

of the ISM, and hence the end of the speculative stage of their

interpretat ion.

Such an all sky survey is also mandatory for the study of stellar

EUV sources, relating in particular to the astrophysics of late stages of

stellar evolution and stellar coronae.
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CHAPTER 111

FOCAL PLANE CAMERAS FOR XUV-RADIATION

The XUV sky (2-250 A), mapped onto the focal plane of grazing

incidence X-ray mirrors can be detected by two classes of focal plane

cameras: imaging proportional detectors (IPD) and micro-channel plates

(MCP). Other classes of focal plane cameras e.g. Negative electron

affinity detectors and Charge coupled devices are not suitable for the

long wavelength end of the XUV band.

III.l Micro-channel plates and imaging proportional detectors

A micro-ohannet plate comprises a bi-dimensional array df small

(0 10-50 vim) channel electron multipliers (Timothy et al., 1974 and

references therein). An XUV photon incident on one of the channels

releases a single electron, which initiates an avalanche through

secondary emission from a continuous dynode which is coated on the inside

of the channel. Several different configurations have been investigated

(e.g. Wiza, 1979) to obtain high charge amplification (107-108) without

significant ion feedback. The electron avalanche is dumped en a charge

\ sensitive read-out system, which determines the centroid of the charge

dump, as a best estimate for the position of the incident photon.

An imaging proportional detector is a gas filled device, which

-' necessitates using an entrance window. After penetrating the entrance

window, the photon is stopped in the detector gas and generates a number

L of primary electrons from the gas atoms. These primary electrons are

i. drifted in a weak electric field (no multiplication) towards a region of

i a high electric field in which an avalanche is initiated. A typical

f- multiplication factor is 10^-10s. The number of primary electrons and

\ hence the total charge is proportional to the photon energy (̂  1 electron/

I 30 eV). Several techniques for establishing the centroid of the charge

I cloud have been utilized (e.g. Ford, 1979). The attainable position

; accuracy is either limited by the noise and configuration of the read-out
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system (noise limited performance) or by lateral diffusion of the primary

electrons in the drift region of the IPD (diffusion limited performance).

The relative performance of both IPD and MCP can be judged by

evaluating a number of characteristic detector properties.

(i) Intrinsic background

A MCP possesses an intrinsic spurious background of typically

* 0.5 counts/cm2s 'due to thermal shot noise. This component is absent

in the IPD, in which the background is dominated by the ambient

radiation environment,

(ii) Detection efficiency

The efficiency of a MCP is dependent on the energy and the incident

angle 8 of the incoming photon. In front of a channel plate a thin

: filter is usually placed in order to suppress detection of low

energy electrons and far UV photons. A typical example of the

efficiency of a MCP is given in figure III.1, in which a 0.2 ym

' Parylene filter is assumed in front of the MCP (MCP efficiencies

according to Bjorkholm et al., 1977; transmission of plastic foils,

see chapter V.I). Xhe efficiency of an IPD strongly depends on

photon energy and is determined by the properties of the entrance
: window and the stopping power of the detector gas. Since an entrance

window must be stronger (thicker) than a filter due to the presence

of a differential pressure, a MCP can detect longer wavelengths than

an IPD. Figure III.1 shows the efficiency of an IPD, for an 0.5

micron polypropylene entrance window. The dip in efficiency around

44 A is caused by the carbon K-edge.

(iii) Position resolution

The position resolution of a MCP is determined by the configuration

and noise of the read-out system and can reach values of 25 ym,

: independent of the photon energy. In case of the IPD, the lateral

diffusion of the primary electron cloud constitutes a basic

; limitation (dependent on photon energy) in addition to noise and

è configuration limits. The FWHM of the position resolution can

|: reach values of typically 80 ym at 1.4 keV (Charpak et al., 1978b)

'; in the absence of noise and configuration limits.

I (iv) Energy resolution

i A MCP has no energy discrimination capability. The energy

'- resolution (FWHM/mean) of an IPD ranges from 18% at 2 8 to 130% at
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Figure III.l Typical examples of the efficiencies of a micro-channel

plate (left) and an imaging proportional counter (right).

See text.

100 A, -which is an important addition to the use of broad band

filters. The astrophysical importance of such a , relatively modest,

energy discrimination capability is for instance clearly shown in

the analysis of an ultra-soft X-ray observation of the white dwarf

HZ43 (Sleeker et al., 1978; Heise and Huizenga, 1979, 1980).

III.2 Minimum source detectability

The minimum source detectability which can be reached with a

particular mirror/focal plane camera combination depends on a number of

parameters, of which the influence on the minimum source detectability

is given below for both point and extended celestial objects. In the

absence of background {photon limited case) the minimum source

detectability is given by

v-1
m

(3.1)

with t the exposure time, A „ the effective mirror area and e the

camera detection efficiency, c. is a significance parameter, here chosen

to be 10, i.e. 10 detected photons. In the background limited case one
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has to discriminate between the observation of point sources and extended

sources.

(i) For point sources, the minimum source detectability is given by

Jm,P =
 c* <Vrffec* u» + W > * Wtff'c*)"1 (3'2>

with c2 significance parameter (c2 = 5 means a 5a detection), J, the

intensity of the diffuse X-ray sky, I. the intrinsic camera back-

ground, A} the pixel area and wx the associated solid angle in the

sky (J4J = u^j*, ƒ = focal length of the X-ray mirror). The pixel

size is determined either by the mirror resolution or by the focal

plane camera resolution. In the case of small area telescopes with

high angular resolution, e.g. the X-ray telescope on board the

Einstein satellite, equation (3.2) may be approximated by

since in that case I.f2 significantly exceeds I.A f£e ( a factor of

6 for the Einstein High Resolution Imager).For a survey telescope

both background components may become comparable. Expression (3.3)

clearly demonstrates the relative importance of Alt I. and e for a

given exposure and effective area.

(ii) The minimum source detectability for extended celestial objects

(e.g. features in the diffuse background) which substantially exceed

the angular resolution of the mirror/camera combination is given by

Jm,e " C2<

with b)2 the angular extent of the source. This expression shows the

importance of low intrinsic background and camera efficiency.

The purpose of this thesis, as pointed out in chapter I is the

development of a focal plane camera, which is optimized for extended low

brightness sources in the 2-250 A wavelength band. Taking into account

the general characteristics of a MCP and an IPD, expression (3.4) clearly

shows the advantage of the use of an IPD as focal plane camera for

observation of extended, aelest'lal sources (J. /e typically 10 times
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smaller for an IPD than for an MCP). For the observation of point sources,

the choice between an IPD and MCP depends also on the spatial resolution

(evaluate ^

III. 3 Position read-out principles

Read-out methods f - naging proportional detectors differ

significantly from one «.ype to another. The basic concept of almost every

IPD is a multivire proportional counter (MWPC) or a parallel plate

proportional counter (PPC). Read-out systems of micro-channel plates

sometimes resemble those of a MWPC or PPC. Here a short overview is given

of some currently employed position determination techniques.

(i) Digital read-out

The most direct method for position determination in a MWPC is the

digital read-out method which is used, among others, by Jeavons et

al. (1976). They connected an amplifier to each anode and cathode

wire. Determination of the centroid of a charge cloud was performed

by evaluating the digitized amplifier signals, using a centre-of-

cluster or centre-of-gravity algorithm. It is evident that a

substantial amount of electronics is necessary,

(ii) Delay line read-out

The use of a delay line read-out for a MWPC was first proposed by

Rindi et al. (1970) in order to substantially simplify the digital

read-out method. The anode wires were connected through ferrite-

loaded delay cables. The position of the incident photon in the

«-direction is deduced from the arrival times of the pulses at both

ends of the cable (as a convention the x-direction is perpendicular

to the anode wires and in the anode wire plane = xy-plane).

Accuracies as large as the wire pitch were obtained.

Ei-dimensional read-out can be accomplished by using the induced

charge of the avalanche on properly arranged nearby electrodes

(Charpak et al., 1970). It is emphasized here that, due to the field

configuration in a MWPC, the spatial extent of the induced charge

on the anode is much smaller than the induced charge on the cathode

(see figure III.2a). As a result, a position determination using

cathode signals can provide an accuracy better than the wire spacing,
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Figure III. 2 (a) Nature of the avalanche development and motion of the

avalanche in a MWPC. Electrons are collected at one

anode wive ('quantising effect'). The induced charge

distribution on the cathode covers a substantial number

of cathode wires.

(b) Idem for PPC. Due to the different field configuration

the cathode charge distribution is narrower (according

to Breskin and Zwang-t 1977).

whilst at the anode a 'quantizing' effect is present (figure III.3).

Grove et al. (1970) proposed a configuration in which the anode

plane is positioned between two positive-ion collecting planes, the

wires of which are oriented + 45 relative to the central plane.

Read-out of the cathode planes with a helical delay line provides

a bi-dimensional centroid determination. This method has been used

by Lee et al. (1972, 1973) who achieved position resolution in one

direction of ̂  0.3 mm at 2 X. Sitar et al. (1976) used this method

for bi-dimensional read-out and obtained a resolution of <\» 0.4 mm

at 2 S. These results are comparable to the results obtained using

the digital read-out technique. A review of detectors using helical

delay line read-out systems is given by Flynn (1979).

(iii) Charge division read-out

Kühlman et al. (1966) determined the position of a charge dumped on

a resistive wire by measuring the ratio of the charge collected at

each end of the wire. A substantial amount of electronics is

necessary to obtain an accurate signal processing (Fischer, 1977).

A theoretical treatment of the charge division principle is given

by Alberi and Radeka (1976). Using resistive wires of ">. 1 kft/m,
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Figure III.3 Measurements of the position accuracy for locating ionizing

events by a delay line read-out. The 'quantizing effect' for

the anode plane is evident (according to Grove et al.y 1970).

Radeka and Rehak (1978) obtained a position uncertainty < 0.5% of

the anode wire length (y 2 m) for charges of 3 x 106 electrons. The

charge division method is also used for bi-dimensional read-out of

a MHPC by interconnection of the cathode wires with resistors

(Alberi, 1977).

The position resolution is intrinsically limited by the thermal

noise of the resistive element (resistance R , length L). As shown

by van Wijngaarden (1980) the resolution hx (FWHM) due to noise for

a resistive wire is given by

(3.5)

with k Boltzmann's constant, 2* the temperature, QQ the charge and

T the characteristic RC-time. The Aa/L value can be improved by using

sub-divided read out systems (Alberi, 1977).

The charge division read-out has also been utilized for the crossed

grid read-out of the MCP in the Einstein telescope High Resolution

Imager (Kellogg et al., 1976; Henry et al., 1977; Kubiershky et al.,
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Figure III.4 Crossed grid read-out (charge division method) of a miaro-

channel plate (according to Kellogg et al.t 1876).

1978). An electron cloud, leaving the rear of the MCP, distributes

within >v> 10 ns over several wires of the two orthogonal wire planes

(see figure III.4). The charge is subsequently collected at sense

amplifiers, which are at fixed distances connected to the wire

planes. The wires are coupled through their intrinsic mutual

capacitance rather than through the externally mounted resistors.

Encoding is essentially performed by an analogue fine position

determination (down to t< 1 pm) relative to a coarse position derived

from the activated sense amplifier interval,

(iv) Rise-time read-out

Borkowski and Kopp (1968, 1970, 1972, 1975) investigated the

employment of a read-out method based on pulse rise-time. As in the

case of charge division a resistive element is used. The signals at

both ends of the resistive element do not only differ in amplitude,

but also in shape. Consequently a measurement of the rise-time

difference also yields the position of the incident charge.

Borkowski and Kopp applied this method first to single wire

proportional counters and later on also for bi-dimensional

determination, with different electrode configurations. One of these
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Figure III. 5 Bi-dimensional position determination in an IPd, using the

'rise-time read-out' method (according to Borkowski and

Kopp, 1972).

configurations was usad for the Imaging Proportional Counter in the

Einstein telescope (Gorenstein et al., 1975; Harvey et al., 1976;

Humphrey et al., 1978). The detector features (see figure III.5) an

anode wire plane, sandwiched between two cathode planes, each

comprising a resistive wire. The position resolution in both the

a;- and y-direction is approximately equal to the pitch of the

resistive wire winding (̂  1 mm).

Stumpel et al. (1972) and Sanford et al. (1979) applied the rise-

time method to a PPC. In a PPC the induced charge extent on both

electrodes is equal (see figure III.2b). Stumpel et al. used a

resistive sheet as anode. Four charge pick-ups are mounted to this

anode and the position of the charge centroid is determined by

measuring the rise-time differences between the two x~ and

y-pick-up signals (figure III.6).

A resistive sheet was alo utilized for the read-out of a MCP

(Lampton and Paresce, 1974). They called this device Ranicon.

•The rise-time method like the charge division method, is intrinsi-

cally limited by the thermal noise of the resistive element. For a

resistive wire, van Wijngaarden (1980) showed that the resolution

Aac (FWHM) due to uncorrelated noise is given by
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Figure III. 6 Parallel plate proportional counter with resistive anode

read-out (aaoording to Sanford et al.t 1979).

-r = ë-(-T—> (3-6)

with the variables as defined in expression (3.5). This shows that

the rise-time method is a factor of two worse than the charge

division method. However, the rise-time method is often preferred

because of the simplicity of the required electronics,

(v) Sense wire induction (angular extent of the avalanche)

In MWPC's additional sense wires are sometimes used. The amplitudes

of the resulting induced charge pulses then provide information

concerning the location of the avalanche. The nature of these

induced pulses is discussed extensively by Walenta (1978).

Observation of induced pulses on sense wires indicated that for

sufficient low gas gain the avalanche en the anode wire possesses

a limited angular extent (Charpak et al.j 1978a; Fisher et al.,

1978; Harris and Mathieson, 1978). Position information can there-

fore be obtained from the ratio of induced pulses on the sense •

wires or cathode wires (figure III.7). The limiting accuracy of

such a method is also in the sub-mm range and limited by intrinsic

physical parameters, such as photo-electron range and diffusion of

the electron cloud.
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Figure III.? Schematic of a symmetric MWPC. From the ratio of the cathode

pulses, angle a can be obtair

Harris and Mathiesons 1978).

pulses, angle a can be obtained and hence x (according to

111*4 The present design concept

Our purpose is the development of an imaging proportional detector

for the 2-250 A* wavelength band with a diameter of 50-100 mm and a bi-

dimensional position resolution, down to ̂  0.1 mm. The read-out system

must be able to handle small charge signals (y 10s electrons at a nominal

gas gain of '*< 5.101* at °» 250 8). Since the detector should be suitable

for operation on board a spacecraft, the electronic complexity should be

reduced as much as possible.

The design concept of the focal plane camera which we have developed

is based on the combination of a parallel plate proportional counter

(Stümpel et al., 1972) with the crossed grid read-out system of a micro-

channel plate (Kellogg et al., 1976). We have chosen a PPC, because of

the comparable position determination accuracies from both anode and

cathode (see figure III.2b and III.6) and for the charge division method,

as used by Kellogg (1976), since this method (see figure III.4) provides

the possibility of adjusting the number of sense amplifiers (and hence

electronic complexity) to the required signal to noise ratio. The

developed camera has (a) high position resolution (̂  80 ym FWHM at 10 ft),

(b) intrinsically good linearity and (c) standard proportional counter
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Figure III. 8 Detection principle of the present camera design.

efficiency and energy resolution (see chapter VI). The detector can be

optimized for an arbitrary wavelength band between 2 and 250 A. Sensitivity

up to 250 X is achieved by means of a newly developed sub-micron plastic

entrance window, i< 0.3 )M thick (chapter V.I).

The detection principle is illustrated in figure III.8. A photon

enters, after penetrating the sub-micron entrance window, the drift space

of the camera. By photo-ionization and subsequent electron-ionization a

primary electron cloud is formed (chapter IV.2). This primary electron

cloud drifts towards the upper grid in a weak, electric field (chapter

IV.3). During this drift process the size of the electron cloud increases

due to diffusion. The electron cloud is pulled through the upper grid by

the high electric field present in the avalanche space. Here, charge

multiplication occurs, giving rise to a total charge of 105—107 electrons

(chapter IV.4). The high electric field between the crossed grids requires

a careful construction of the gas cell (chapter V.2).
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The distance between the crossed wire grids, the wire pitch and wire

diameter are chosen such that (i) the avalanche spreads over several wires

of the grid to allow for centroid determination of the avalanche to an

accuracy better than the wire pitch (equal for anode and drift grid) and

(ii) the electric field configuration safeguards a position independent

gas gain.

The wires of the wire grids are interconnected by resistors and

sense amplifiers are connected to this resistor chain at a fixed distance.

Since the total charge of an avalanche is collected by two or three sense

amplifiers (depending on cloud size and position) the ratio of these sense

amplifier outputs furnishes the position of the centre of gravity of the

avalanche. For three sense amplifiers, the algorithm is

s (3.7)

with P. the centroid position relative to the position of sense amplifier

i, 7. the i sense amplifier output, s the wire pitch and rt the number

of wires between two amplifiers (section IV.6). The energy of the photon

is given by the sum signal in the denominator of (3.7), see chapter IV.7.
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CHAPTER IV

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF PARAMETERS GOVERNING ENERGY AND POSITION

RESOLUTION

IV.1 Introduction

Position and energy resolution in a parallel plate avalanche

detector are governed by four statistical processes, which occur conse-

cutively after a photon is absorbed in the drift region of the detector.

In this chapter we will consider these four processes in some detail. In

section IV.2 the photo-absorption process is considered and in section

IV.3 the diffusion of the primary electrons in the drift space. In section

IV. 4 we will discuss the gas gain process and in section IV.5 the influence

of electronic noise. These processes are discussed in some detail in order

to obtain an overview of the main processes which govern the operation of

all types of proportional counters. In the last two sections of this

chapter the energy and position resolution of the parallel grid avalanche

detector are derived.

IV. 2 The photon absorption process

IV. 2.1 The rman absorption depth

The parameters describing the absorption of a photon in a gas-

filled proportional counter are discussed extensively in the literature

(see for instance Henke et al., 1967). The wavelength dependent mean

absorption depth ?(X) is defined as the product of the gas pressure and

the mean distance between the entrance position of the photon in the

counter and the creation of the primary electron cloud. The mean absorption

depth is important for two reasons. In the first place it determines the

drift length of the primary electron cloud which equals the depth of the

drift region minus £(A). Hence it is a parameter which is related to the

position resolution (see IV.7.1). Secondly for a given angle of incidence
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6 of the photon beam on the counter, a finite absorption depth will give

rise to a spread in position detection (?(X)sin9).

The mean absorption depth as function of wavelength is given in

figure IV.1 for several gases. The absorption parameters are taken from

Cruddace et al. (1974), Henke et al. (1967) and McMaster (1969). The

absorption A. of a gas layer with thickness 1 (units of mm.bar) is obtained
A

from C(X) using:

Ax = 1 - exp{-Z/ü(X)} (4.1)

The mean absorption depth £ (X) of a gas mixture of k components with

fraction f. (by volume) and absorption depth £.(X) is given by

l/Cm(X) = ! fi/5i(X) (4.2)

Figure IV. 1 also shows the absorption characteristics of a mixture

containing 30% xenon, 40% argon and 30% methane.

IV.2.2 Creation of primary electrons

An X-ray photon with energy y, entering the drift space of a

counter, can collide with a gas atom which results in the absorption of

the X-ray photon and the emission an electron from one of the electron

shells. The kinetic energy of the electron equals y-Bj, with BJ the binding

energy of the shell involved. In addition there is a probability ID1 (the

fluorescence yield) that a'photon'is emitted with energy B^-B^, with B^

the binding energy of a higher she11,and a probability 1-ID, that an Auger

electron is liberated from a higher shell with energy B^-2B2. Clearly

under the assumptions Uj«l and J52«Bjthe photo-absorption process will

result mainly in two free electrons with a total kinetic energy of vy.

The binding energies of the electron shells of argon (the main constituent

of the gas mixtures usually employed) are given by 5„ T* 3 keV, B «v 250 eV

and B M * 30 eV. Furthermore «^ <v 0.1 and o>L < 2.10"
1* (Charpak et al., 1978b)

Therefore both assumptions hold.

I The two created electrons will have sufficient energy to further

v ionize other gas atoms. The free electrons that finally result are termed

primary electrons.
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IV. 2.3 The ionizatton yield

The ionization yield C is defined as the ratio of photon energy to

the number of primary electrons. It is a striking feature, first noticed

by Fano (1946), that while the ionization yield C has a different value

for different gases, this value is generally of the order of 30 eV. It

shows no direct correlation with the ionization potential I of the gas or

gas mixture. Fano developed a highly simplified model to explain this

feature. It implies that the greater the ionization potential, the greater

the share of absorbed energy spent in ionization. Later investigations

carried out by Melton et al. (1954), Platzman (1961), Klots (1966, 1967)

and Alkhazovet al. (1967) have resulted in a much deeper understanding of

the processes involved. Measurements of the ionization yield are now

available to an accuracy of *v» 2% (see table IV. 1). However all these

measurements have been performed using energetic a- or g-rays as the

ionizing radiation. The applicability of these C -values for the X-ray

band under consideration follows to some extent from Platzman (1961), who

mentioned that the ionization yield as measured with photons with energies

of several MeV and 3-rays in the energy range between 5 and 60 keV differs

by only a factor 1.05-1.07. As will be seen later, it is reasonable to

assume that the values of C also hold for the 2-250 X X-ray band.

As we shall see later (IV.6 and IV.7) both the energy and position

resolution of a parallel grid detector are proportional to the square root

of C . Combined with the earlier conclusion that the ionization yield is

nearly independent of the gas mixture chosen, it follows that the

ionization yield does not play an essential role in optimizing energy and

position resolution.

IV. 2.4 The Fano factor

This variance in the total number of primary electrons generated at

a given photon energy has been a subject of great interest. We define

P (y,m) as the probability distribution for the creation of m primary

electrons for an incident photon energy Y. The mean of P(Y»"0 for fixed

Yi will be denoted as m, and the variance as °"_2- The mean m equals

Y/C as discussed above.

The variance has been discussed first by Fano (1947) who defined

om
z - F.m (F < 1). The constant F is commonly called Fano factor. Its

value does not equal zero, since the energy spent in ionization during

the primary electron production process can vary, mainly due to various
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Table IV.1 A compilation of the ionization yield of some useful

proportional counter gases

Gas

He

Ne

A

Kr

Xe

C02

CHi»

C3H8

A +

A +

A +

A +

(mixture)

C02

C02

CHi»

CHi,

9:1

8:2

9:1

7:3

Ionization

yield (eV)

•x. 43

36.3

26.2

24.3

21.9

34.2

29.0

26.2

26.3

^ 27.7

26.3

* 27.1

Reference

Alkhazov et al., 1967

Klots, 1966

Melton et al., 1954

possibilities of collisional excitation of the gas atoms and ions involved

and associated variations in the kinetic energy of the primary electrons

released. It was Fano, who first pointed out that F can be much less than

one. Alkhazov (1967) has re-examined the Fano formalism in order to study

the resolution of ionization chambers and semi-conductor detectors. He

pointed out, based on new data available for cross sections, that the Fano

factor in noble gases is mainly (80%) due to redistribution of the numbers

of excited and ionized atoms, while only partly due to energy loss

fluctuations in ionization (̂  20%) and excitation (< 1%) Alkazov calculated

a F-value of 0.17 for argon and measured a value of 0.19.

Recently new information concerning the Fano factor has become

available. Kase et al. (1979) have measured the Fano factor in a 90% argon

+ 10% methane gas mixture for 2 l 0Po a-radiation (5.3 MeV). They found a

value of F = 0.18 + 0.01. The question as to whether this value is also

valid in the X-ray band below 6 keV has been discussed by Hurst et al.

(1978), who found a method for an independent determination of the

variance of the gas gain fluctuations in a proportional counter. This

yielded, together with standard energy resolution measurements, a F-value

of 0.26 + 0.07.
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In addition to these values for argon and an argon-methane mixture

a value for xenon is derived from measurements obtained using the recently

developed gas scintillation proportional counter. In this type of detector

the energy resolution is almost completely dependent on the primary

electron variance. This counter operates only with pure gases (Davelaar et

al., 1980). A measured energy resolution of 7.5% at 6 keV for this detector

implies a Fano factor for xenon of F ̂  0.23.

Alkazov has stipulated that in a gas F can be reduced by as much as

a factor of two using certain polyatomic additives. He calculated for

instance for an argon + 5% C2H2 gas mixture a F-value of 0.08 and measured

F< 0.09 (also using 210Po a-particles).

In conclusion only a limited amount of data is available on the Fano

factor. For our investigations we have mainly used mixtures with main

constituent argon (see chapter VI) having a Fano factor considerably less

than one (y 0.2-0.3). The energy resolution in a proportional counter is

proportional to the sum of the Fano factor and the relative gas gain

variance, which will be seen to be of order one (see IV.4.3 and IV.6.2).

Hence attempts to reduce F, using polyatomic additives in the counter gas

would hardly reduce the energy resolution.

• IV.3 Electron diffusion in gases under the presence of an electric

field

IV. 3.1 Introduction

'•: Once the primary electrons, mean number m, are generated, they will

~'. drift in the drift space of the detector from the site of formation towards

the first grid (drift grid) which is at a positive potential with respect

to the entrance window. The electron drift/diffusion processes in gases

''' are usually described by two characteristic transport coefficients.

V (i) One transport coefficient of electrons in a gas is the drift velocity

| W, which is usually much smaller than the random or thermal velocity

L e. Due to the electric field the electrons have, averaged over many

collisions, a resultant velocity in the direction of the electric

field, which is called the drift velocity.

(ii) The other transport coefficient is the diffusion coefficient D (units

of m2/s) which for electrons, travelling in an electric field can be

interpreted as the rate of change of the variance in the spatial
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distribution of the electron cloud, in a direction perpendicular to

the electric field.

From the general theory of drift and diffusion (Huxley and Crompton,

1974) it follows that the electron charge distribution p(r,t) in a gas,

under the presence of a uniform electric field follows the equation

22. _0(i_ + £ _ ) p -D Ï— p + tf.grad p = 0 (4.3)
U Sar2 3J/2 u 332

which is determined by the transport, coefficients for drift and diffusion:

D is the lateral diffusion coefficient and £>, the longitudinal diffusion

coefficient in the direction of the electric field (= s direction). J/(=y£)

is the drift velocity with u the electron mobility, t is time since the

absorption of the photon and a; and y are the axes perpendicular to z.

Both D and D^ are dependent on the electric field strength, with D^

generally much larger than D (sea Wagner et al., 1967). Only D plays a role

in the derivation of the position resolution. The solution of (4.3) is

rather complex, but the variances a 2 and a 2 of the charge distribution

however can be obtained easily in the case oi steady state motion of the

electrons. This is shown by Huxley and Crompton (1974) who obtained

where o 2 and o 2 the variances of the charge distribution after a mean

drift length I = tW of the primary electrons. The position resolution is

defined as the accuracy to which the centre of gravity of the electron

cloud (after gas amplification) can be determined and is related directly

to a 2. Hence an evaluation of the transport coefficients D and W (= yiE)

is necessary.

The transport coefficients D and W are functions of the field

strength E and the atom number density N of the gas, which can be

expressed as

N = NQp T fp T (4.5)

with N the Loschmidt number, which equals 2.687x1025 atoms/m3 at

TQ = 0°C and p Q = 1 bar. Both ö/u and W are characterized by the electron

velocity distribution, which in turn is a function of the electron energy e
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only (see Huxley and Crompton). As will be shown in the next section IV.3.3

e is only dependent on the quotient of E and N. Consequently D/\i, W and

likewise all other derived parameters will be expressed as functions of

E/N.

j In the limiting case for &+0, the value of D/\i is dominated only by

the thermal motion of the electrons and approaches kT/e, where h

Boltzmann's constant (at room temperature kT/e equals 23.A mV). Sometimes

7 D/u will be presented as D/\x = r\kT/e with n the so called Townsend energy

'•,'. factor or electron temperature and commonly defined as the mean agitation

ïi' energy of an electron, relative to that of a gas molecule. In addition it
r should be noted that eD/y is closely related to the mean electron energy e,

as will be shown in the next section. Therefore Frost and Phelps (1962)

:- called eD/]i the characteristic energy e, .

'i In the next sections a brief outline of transport theory will be

given in order to provide some insight into the influence of electric

field strength and gas composition on the transport coefficients. We shall

first define the relevant collision parameters.

;,t IV. 3.2 Definition of relevant collision parameters

'i\ The main collision parameters are the elastic and inelastic collisional

fl cross sections and the mean fractional energy loss in collision from which
I-*

'i the transport coefficients can be derived.

•• • The relevant elastic cross section is the 'collisional cross section

for momentum transfer', q (e), as pointed out by Huxley and Crorapton (1974,

p. 41 ff) which is defined as

IT 2TT ,

-. qm(e) = J' f p(e',r) (1 - | cos 9') sin 0' dS'd*' (4.6)
•" o' o

s where p(9',r) the elastic differential cross section, r the speed of the

electron relative to the gas atom before collision and r' the speed after

collision. The electron energy is demoted by e. Further 6' and <j>' define

r the direction of r' relative to r. Note that q (e) is different from the
S' m

: total elastic collisional cross section, due to the presence of an

I additional directional term in the integrand.

-• Inelastic collisions give rise to different excited states in the

f electron levels of the atoms or molecules in the counter gas which can
: influence the drift and diffusion characteristics of electrons in gases.
i_
:• In some gases the cross sections for vibrational and rotational excitation
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as well as electronic excitation are of similar magnitude to the elastic

collisional cross section. Inelastic collisional cross sections will be

denoted as q.(e), where index i refers to a specific inelastic process.

The mean fractional energy loss for elastic collisions A (e) is given

by A (E) = 1m IM, with M the mass of the target atom and m the electron

mass. The mean fractional energy loss including the effect of inelastic

collisions is given approximately by (Schultz and Gresser, 1978)

e. o.(e)
AT(e) = 2 mjM • \ -± f^ (4.7)

l m

with e. the. excitation energy of the i excited state.

We will use a subscript e for elastic processes (except q (e)) and i

for inelastic processes. The sum of both processes will be labelled either

with subscript T or with no subscript.

In addition to the cross section and mean fractional energy loss

some derived parameters can be defined. Tha mean free path is given by

I (e) = 1/N <7(e) and the mean time between collisions is given by

T(E) = t (e)/c, with c the mean electron velocity. According to Huxley and

Crompton we defina F as the ratio of the characteristic energy e, to the

mean electron energy e.

Accurate values for the elastic and inelastic cross sections only

exist for a few gases. Most of the available data are obtained by fitting

D/]i measurements with theoretical predictions, in which the cross sections

are determined in such a way that the measurement match the theoretical

values (Hake and Phelps, 1967). The best available data on cross sections

for argon, methane and carbon-dioxide is shown in figure IV.2. The curve,

of argon (which features the Ramsauer-Townsend dip) is accurate within a

few percent (Milloy et al., 1977c), whereas the others are considerably

less accurate (y 10%).

The mean fractional energy loss for A, CH^ and C02 can be derived

easily using equation (4.7).
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Figure IV.2 The elastic cross section for momentum transfer (q ) and the

•inelastic cross section for vibrational excitation (q.) for

electrons in argon, methane and carbon dioxide.

IV. 3.3 Assessment of the observed characteristics of transport coefficients

An extensive formal treatment of the transport coefficients is given

by Huxley and Crompton (1974) and Parker and Lowke (1969). Here we shall

follow the short reviews of Palladino and Sadoulet (1975) and Schultz and

Gresser (1978). If ionization processes and electronic excitation are

neglected and a spatially uniform electron distribution is assumed, the

electron energy distribution F (e) can be deriyed using momentum and energy

conservation. One equates firstly the increase in momentum due to diffusion

and migration in the electric field to the decrease due to collisions arid

secondly the energy gained by diffusion to the energy lost by collisions.
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It can then be shown that (Schultz and Gresser)

„ / -. i It 3A(e) ede I ,. QN
F (E) = c e2 exp { -j — — I (4.8)
° * [eEl~(e)]z + 3A(e) ekT

with Cj a normalization constant. The second term in the dominator is due

to the thermal energy of the electrons. Note that if the electric field

term [eEl 1 2 is small compared to the thermal term, the distribution

function approaches the Maxwellian distribution.

For a qualitative assessment of the differences of several gases,

the simplification that the electron energy distribution function is a

6-function around e= e is useful. This simplification is not true in

general, but shows the functional dependences of the parameters and gives

a reasonable prediction of the transport coefficients. For this simplific-

ation e is determined by the equilibrium between the energy gained from

the acceleration in the electric field and the energy lost in atomic

collisions

eEW = Ae o/l~. (4.9)

This relation is only valid for electron energies significantly exceeding

the thermal energy. In case of a mono-energetic electron energy distribution

the drift velocity can be derived easily from Newton's second law. The

diffusion coefficient follows from an evaluation of Fick's first law

(Feynman et al., 1964)

"-fff' C4.10)
D = -| l~o . (4.11)

Assuming that q (e) and q.te) are known functions of e, A(s) can be

evaluated from (4.7). For a given e = -̂  m e2 the drift velocity and D/v

are obtained from (4.9) through (4.11) as

W2 = | Ai/me = -j Ac
2 , (4.12)

D/u = efe/e = Ë . (4.13)
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It is worth noting here that for more exact theories relation (4.12) also

holds, apart from the constant which is dependent on the type of electron

energy distribution function used, Townsend (1947) for example used a value

of 0.4. Equation (4.13) justifies the assumption that the characteristic

energy is close to the mean electron energy. Moreover, Huxley and Crompton

found a value for F (= e. /e) between a half and unity dependent on the

kind of energy distribution function considered (for a Maxwellian distrib-

ution F = 0.67). Having derived W and D/]i for a given E, the value of E/N

106

105

Argon / Methane
Drift velocities

10-22 HT21UTdi
E/N IVm2)

10" 10"

Figure IV. 3 Measurements of drift velocities of electrons in argon,

methane and related mixtures (1) argon (Robertson); (2) id.
(Engelhardt and Fhelps); (3) methane (Wagner et at., Dawn et
at.); (4) A/CH^ 9:1 (English and Hanna); (5) id. (Mathieson
and Hakeem); (6) A/CH^ 7:3 (English and Hanna).
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corresponding to this mean electron energy also follows from (4.9) through

(4.11) as

- eE/Ne =^7 (4.14)

It is clear that W and ö/y are indeed functions of E/N only.

10°

105

10*

10

Argon/Xenon/CO 2
Drift velocities

10-19

Figure IV. 4 Measurements of drift velocities of electrons in argon3 xenon,
carbon dioxide and related mixtures (0) argon (see figure
IV. 2); (1) carbon dioxide (Hake and PheVps); (2) A/C02 9:1
(English and Earma); (3) id. (Mathieson and Hakeem)i (4) A/CO2

8:2 (English and Banna); (5) xenon (Frost and Phelps); (6)
Xe/C02 9:1 (English and Hanna); (7) Xe/C02 8:2 (Dam et al.).



If we calculate W and e, for argon, methane and carbon dioxide

according to the approximation outlined above, we obtain a result which

agrees roughly within a factor of 2 or 3 with empirical determinations,

covering a dynamic range for W, e. and E/N of more than three orders of

magnitude. References, containing empirically determined transport

coefficients in gases have been compiled in table IV.2 and a part of this

10'

10°

10"

Argon/Methane
Characteristic energy

(8)-''

10"
E/N (Vm2l

10"

Figure IV. S Measurements (-) and calculations (—) of the characteristic
energy of electrons in argon, methane and related mixtures:
(1) argon (Engelhardt and Phelps); (2) CH^ (Wagner et at.);
(3) id. (Cochran and Forrester); (4) id. (Ldkshminarasimha
and Lvaaa); (5) id. (Duncan and Walker); (6) A/CH^ 9:1
(Hough's Ue1hod, see text);(7) A/CHu 7:3 (id.); (8) A/CH^ 9:1
(Mathieson and Hakeem).
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data concerning argon, xenon, methane and carbondioxide is displayed in

figures IV.3 through IV.6, together with data for gas mixtures to which

we shall refer later.

Table IV. 2 References, containing empirically determined transport

coefficients

Reference W-values D/\i- values

English and Hanna, 1953

Cochran and Forrester, 1962

Warren and Parker, 1962

Engelhardt and Phelps, 1964

Frost and Phelps, 1964

Hake and Phelps, 1967

Wagner et al., 1967

Parker and Lowke, 1969

Lowke and Parker, 1969

Duncan and Walker» 1972

Palladino and Sadoulet, 1975

Robertson, 1977

Milloy and Crotnpton, 1977a

Lakshminarasimha and Lucas,
1977

Palladino, 1978

Schultz and Gresser, 1978

Damn et al., 1978

Mathieson and Hakeem, 1979

Chatelus et al., 1980

Christophorou et al., 1980

H2,Ne,A,Kr,Xe,
mixtures with
CHi, and C02

H2

A,A+H2

He,Ne,A,Kr,Xe

02,C0,CO

He,A,Ne,H2,D2,C0,C02

A,A +H2

He,Ne,A,Kr,Xe

O2,CO,CO2

A,H,N2,He,C0,C02, H,He,N2,A,C0>C02,CHif,

A+Isob. ,A+CHi*
+ review

A+C2Hil

A,C02,A+Isob.,
A.+CHi,

CHi»,A+C2H6,

CHij.Ne+CHij,
A+CHit,A+C02

theory

He,A,H2 ,N2,C0,C02,02 ,
Xe.Kr

review

He,A,CH(,,air,NO

A,C02

Ne+CHinA+CO2 ,A+CHi,

Xe+C02,Xe+CH^
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10°
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Argon/Xenon/CO2
Characteristic energy

195 K

10"
E/NIVm2

10" 10"

Figure IV. 6 Measurements (-) and calculations ( ) of the characteristic

energy of electrons in argon, xenon, carbon dioxide and

related mixtures (0) argon (see figure IV. 4); (1) COi (Bake

and Phelps); (2) xenon (Lowke and Parker); (3) A/COz 9:1

(Mathieson and Hakeem); (4) A/CO2 9:1 (Hough method, see text).

Comparison of transport coefficients and collision parameters for
argon, methane and carbon dioxide shows that they differ markedly. Table
IV. 3 summarizes the different collision parameters and transport coeffi-
cients for these gases a t E/N = 3x 1O~21 Vm2 and at NTP. Using the simplified
theory above we will discuss the differences between these gases. (I t is
customary to use D/v and W rather than D and W, because the former are
both functions of E/N only).
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Table IV.3 Different collision parameters and transport coefficients in

argon, carbon dioxide and methane at E/N = 3 * 10~21 Vm2

Physical Argon CO2 CH», Unit
parameter

E

C

W
A

<7
I
T

6.5

1.5*106

4xlO3

2,7xlO~5

10-19

0.37

0.25

0.025

5.5xJ03

10-2

IO-^

0.037

0.4

0.2

2.7*105

10s

0.4

10-2 0

3.7

14

eV

m/s

m/s

m2

pm

ps

: Argon possesses no vibrational or rotational energy levels and the

drift and diffusion processes are determined by a low, constant fractional

; energy loss (2 m lU - 2.7 x 1O~5) and a very pronounced Rams auer-T own send

dip in the elastic cross section. As a result a low electric field strength

. (E'/N *• 4.lO"21*) suffices to obtain a mean electron energy of typically

0.1 eV (see figure IV.5) and eq. (4.14). The drift velocity is small since

A' is only dependent on A (4.12).

Carbon dioxide possesses vibrational excitation levels which play an

important role. From (4.7) it follows that the ratio of the cross section

q. and q fully determines the mean fractional energy loss which ranges

between ^ 0.05 and ^ 0.5 for e between "v 0.I and ^ I eV. Furthermore a is
- _-_. ^m

much higher than for argon, especially at low (< 0.3 eV) electron

':- energies where a ratio of typically 100 is found between carbon dioxide

and argon. Hence, to obtain a comparable mean electron energy (e ^ 0.1 eV)

i a much higher electric field (E/N -\< 2.10"20) must be applied for carbon

• dioxide than for argon. Comparison of the drift velocities for argon and

\: carbon dioxide as function of e may easily be made using (4.12). However

I the comparison of the drift velocities as function of E/N is not straight-

I forward as is obvious from (4.14), i.e. for the same mean electron energy

V; relating to very different E/ff-strengths in argon and carbon dioxide, the

| drift velocity in carbon dioxide is 50-150 times as large as in argon.

I Methane has a mean fractional energy loss comparable to that for

i carbon dioxide. The elastic cross section for momentum transfer is however



much more like that for argon. This results in a moderate value for E/N

(2 x 10~21 Vm2) in order to obtain ë ^ 0.1 eV. The drift velocity in

methane as function of E/N consequently exceeds the drift velocity in

carbon dioxide by more than an 'order of magnitude.

IV. 3.4 Gas mixtures

The calculation of transport coefficients in gas mixtures can be

performed in a straightforward manner if the collision parameters of the

constituent components are known. The collisional cross sections of the

mixture are given by

E f. «7, . , (4.15)

where subscript k stands for e (elastic), i (inelastic) or T (total).

Furthermore, f. is the fraction of the j component in the gas mixture

(by volume). The mean fractional energy loss per unit length in the gas

mixture follows from

f.A,

A, . q, . = V f .A, . q, . .
Tc,mix ^k.mix % j Tc,j ^k,j

The collision parameters of the mixture obtained in this way can be used

in transport theory to obtain transport coefficients. At the time the

research described in this thesis was begun (1977), only very limited

calculations and experimental values for the transport coefficients in

gas mixtures were available. Therefore, we made use of an approximation

method, described by Hough (1972):

Using the approximation of a mono-energetic electron distribution

the following relation can be derived from (4.9) and (4.10), given the

definition of t above:

21? (E/N) (elm) e"3 (4.17)



Hough (1972) has pointed out that based on (4.16) and (4.17) the

characteristic electron energy e, in a gas mixture can be approximated if

(i) the mean fractional energy loss per unit length in the gas mixture is

fully dominated by one gas component j' only, (ii) the drift velocity of

the gas mixture is known as a function of E/N and (iii) the characteristic

energy of gas j' as well as the drift velocity are also known functions

of E/N. Then

AT mix ̂ T.mix = f j • AT,j' *T,j' * ( 4' 1 8 )

If we now compare a gas mixture with a gas comprising component j' only,

assuming equilibrium with the electric field for both, and therefore the

same mean electron energy e, it follows from (4.16) and (4.17) that

"mix* j j j

Using this relation one can estimate e, for a gas mixture in the following

way. If the drift velocity of the gas mixture is measured as a function of

E/N, (4.19) yields W., *(E/N).,, and from the observational data on the

drift velocity of gas j' we obtain (E/R).,. This is the E/N-value, which

yields the same mean electron energy(= characteristic energy) in a gas j'

as (E/N) . does in the gas mixture. This method is also valid for F i 1.

However, if the electron energy distribution in the gas mixture differs

appreciably from that in gas j', the method fails.

The method outlined above has been used to evaluate the characteristics

of argon/methane mixtures. For these mixtures A_ ./A_ ^ 101*,
T,meth T,argon

due to the existence of vibrational excitation levels of methane. In

addition q „ t n A ? T a__ > 1• The drift velocities of electrons in

mixtures with different compositions have been studied by English and

Hanna (1953) and recently confirmed by Mathieson and Hakeem (1979).

Furthermore the e,-values for methane used were taken from Duncan and

Walker (1972). The results obtained by application of the Hough's method

have recently been verified by Hathieson and Hakeem, who evaluated e, much

more precisely from measured drift velocities and by using a sophisticated

transport theory. Our results agree for a 90% argon + 10% methane mixture

within 5% with these calculations (see figure IV.5) and for a 50% argon +

50% methane mixture within 25%. This result may justify the assumption

that for a 70% argon + 30% methane mixture (presented in figure IV.5) for
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which no data in the literature yet exists, the calculated characteristic

energy is also reasonably accurate (̂  20%).

From figure IV.3 it can be seen that the drift velocities in the

mixtures at certain values of E/N are higher than for both constituents

(argon and methane). This feature can be explained as follows. For the

mixture q,v . is very similar to <?_ , because of the similarity

between the elastic cross sections in argon and methane and because of

the still minor influence of the inelastic cross sections in methane.

Hence the mean free paths in the mixture and in pure argon are similar.

The mean fractional energy loss for the mixture is given by (4.16). For

an argon + 10% methane mixture A . ^ 0.1 A fc* • Using (4.12) and

(4.14) to compare this mixture with methane, we find, that the electric

field strength to obtain a mean electron energy of say 0.1 eV, is a

factor of ^ 5 higher for methane than for the mixture (g^ . ^ q

^ 2 <7_, .. and A„ . <x. 0.1A_, . . ) . For the drift velocities, we obtain
I,metn i,mix T,meth

a factor of /l0 difference at the same mean electron energy.

We can also use Hough's method for an argon/'carbon dioxide mixture.

For such a mixture Y«,£*!, arg« * 103 and <?TjC02/<7T)argon > 1 • The drift

velocities of argon/carbon dioxide mixtures are known from English and

Hanna (1953). For carbon dioxide the drift velocity and characteristic

energy are studied by Hake and Phelps (1967). Using Hough's method we

calculated e. for a 90% argon + 10% CO2 mixture. The result (see figure

IV.6) differs significantly from the recent calculations of Mathieson and

Hakeem. However the trends of the drift velocity of characteristic energy

as a function of E/N for the mixture can be explained in the same way as

for argon/methane mixtures. The difference can be explained as follows.

We first note that Mathieson and Hakeem (1979) have calculated both the

mean electron energy and characteristic energy for a 90% argon + 10%

carbon dioxide mixture. These energies differ much more than in the case

of a 90% argon + 10% methane mixture. This demonstrates that in general

it is not valid to assume that the electron energy distribution does not

vary (and hence F = e. /e)when argon is added to methane or carbon dioxide.

The poor agreement between Hough's method and the result of Mathieson and

Hakeem in case of an argon/carbon dioxide mixture may be a result of this

invalid assumption.
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IV.4 The electron avalanche

IV.4.1 Introduction

In a parallel plate proportional counter (PPC) with a uniform electric

field such as employed by Stumpel et al. (1973) and by ourselves (Bleeker

et al., 1980), the primary electrons are formed in a uniform, weak electric

field with E/N * 1 Td (1 Td = 1 Townsend = 10~21 Vm2) and drift towards

a mesh or a grid of wires (called drift grid). The primary electrons are

pulled through this grid by the stronger electric field (E/N ̂  50-100 Td)

which is present in the avalanche space. In such a high field the mean

electron energy exceeds the ionization potential of the counting gas and

ionization becomes the dominant interaction process. An electron avalanche

and an associated ion avalanche are formed. The electrons are collected

at the anode grid and the ions at the drift grid.

A fundamental difference exists between this type of detector and

conventional proportional counters (PC), such as a multi-wire counter and a

multi-cell proportional counter. For these counters the electric field has

cylindrical symmetry and near the anode wire reaches E/N ̂  iO1* Td. The gas

amplification begins at a distance of a few anode wire diameters from the

anode. Furthermore the gas gain is the integrated result of ionization

phenomena in an electric field changing over orders of magnitude during

the multiplication process. Interpretation of gas gain phenomena using

PC-measurements is therefore difficult. All existing gas gain formulae

make use of assumptions about the behaviour of electrons in uniform fields

which have been verified only in a few cases and for a limited range of

field strengths. Studies concerning the electron avalanche in PC-detectors

are reported by Gold and Bennett (1966), Carver and Mitchell (1967) and

Charles (1972).

The PPC is much more suitable for studying gas gain phenomena in

gases and gas mixtures.(Cf. Legler, 1955, 1961, 1964; Frommhold, 1958;

Slumbohm, 1958ab; Alkazov, 1970, Sipila, 1979).

In the following paragraphs the gas gain theory for uniform fields

will be discussed. Section IV.4.2 deals with the mean value of the gas

amplification and section IV.4.3 with the statistics of avalanches

initiated by a single electron. Both sections will be illustrated with

measurements performed in the laboratory. Finally section IV.4.4 is

dedicated to the expected gas gain probability distribution, in response

to an arbitrary (but not too large) number of primary electrons.
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IV. 4.2 The mean gas gain

The growth of a number of electrons n, passing through a distance dr

is given by Townsend (1947) as

^ = adr (4.20)
n

with a the first Townsend coefficient, defined as the mean number of ion

pairs formed by electron impact per unit path length along the field (i.e.

the reciprocal of the mean free path for ionization). Ward (1958, 1962)

found, that an empirical expression for a/N is given by

<x/N » J.exp {-H/(£7i10k} (4.21)

where J and H are constants and k = J for noble gases and k = 1 for mole-

cular gases. This relation has no theoretical justification. According to

this expression a/N should be a function of E/N only as has indeed been

verified by Zastawny (1965) who performed gas gain measurements at different

pressures. The validity of (4.21) has been checked by Charles (1972), who

carried out accurate gas gain measurements using 90% argon + 10% methane

as counting gas, and found

J = 1.55 10"19 m2 ,

H = 1.75 10-9 v i m . (4-22)

Expression (4.20) is only valid under the assumptions, that

(i) The space charge of the avalanche itself will not disturb the

applied electric field.

; (ii) Recombination of electrons and ions does not take place.

I (iii) Electron attachment does not increase the avalanche size.

\ (iv) The mean kinetic energy of the electrons contributing to the

: avalanche must significantly exceed the ionization energy of the

[ gas atoms involved. This requires, as will be shown later, a not

jt too high £/ff-value.

•• (v) The creation of successor avalanches is negligible. These successor

t avalanches are caused by electrons released from the counter wall by

i UV photons or ions which are produced in the avalanche. The delay

between the start of the main avalanche and a successor avalanche
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is short (within us) for successor avalanches which are induced by

the photo-electric effect and long (y ms) for ion induced successor

avalanches.

The effects (i) through (iv) will tend to decrease the mean gas gain,

while (v) will cause an increase. For a discussion of all these effects see

Legler (1955, 1961, 1964). Alkazov (1970) studied especially effect (iv)

and measurements have been performed by Frommhold (1958) and Slumbohm (1958a).

Hendricks (1969) discussed the space charge effect and Mahesh (1976) the

recombination effect.

All these effects can significantly affect gas gain measurements. In

addition to these phenomena absolute gas gain measurements performed

before ̂  1970 were frequently in error, by up to a factor of ten, as was

pointed out by Mathieson and Charles (1969). This was due to the poor

understanding of the difference in attenuation by the shaping amplifiers

between the counter pulses and the stimuli pulses used for calibration.

We have performed gas gain measurements using a uniform electric

field detector. The counter features an 0.5 micron polypropylene window,

a drift space of 2 nan and an avalanche space of 1 nun. The drift grid is

made of mesh with 50 vim pitch and the anode was made of highly polished

stainless steel. Both the anode and drift grid were connected to charge

sensitive FET-preanrplifiers (with negligible stray capacity), which

in turn were connected to an ORTEC 472 main amplifier (shaping time 3 us)

and a 1024 channel pulse height analyser. The gas gain was determined in

two independent ways in order to obtain a consistency check:

(i) The detector, filled with 90% argon and 10% methane (flushing) was

irradiated with a low intensity X-ray beam of B-K photons (67 A).

The gas gain was derived from the mean of the measured pulse height

distribution. Both drift grid and anode grid yielded the same

results which were independent of the voltage on the drift grid

(normal region E/N "v> 1 Td). Measurements were performed at pressures

of 0.85 and 0.13 bar. At NTP the energy resolution (FWHM/mean) was

101 + 3%.

(ii) The detector was irradiated with the UV light of a low pressure,

cold cathode mercury gas discharge lamp, which is most intense at

^ 2537 A. This UV light can release single electrons from the carbon

coated window and hence single electron avalanches are initiated.

The mean of the measured distribution can be derived from the slope
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of the pulse height distribution, plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale,

see (4.26). Measurements were performed at six pressures between 1.05

and 0.05 bar. Typical results are given in table IV.4, along with a

number of other parameters to which we shall later refer.

Table IV.4 Direct and derived results of measurements of the single

electron response function. The first three columns indicate

pressure and electric fi<>ld strength during the measurements.

Column 4-6 indicates measured gas gain and the derived para-

meters a/N and E/ct. The last two columns indicate some

characteristics of the measured probability distribution

Pressure

(bar)

1.05

0.72

0.40

0.20

0.10

0.05

Voltage
drop
avalanche
space (kV)

1.85

1.50

1.095

0.75

0.55

0.425

E/N

(Td)

73.0

86.0

116

158

231

335

Measured
gas gain

2.6X101»

5.4X101*

1.4xlO5

7.2xlO4

2.9XÏ01»

8.3*103

a/N

(10-22m2)

4.01

6.25
12.5

23.5

43.2

71.2

E/a

(V)

183

138

93

67

53

47

n̂  Intop

_

0..C
0.25+0.
0.31+0.

0.41+0.

0.63+0.

U2
17
02

02

04

10

Variance
fo

0.95

0.87

0.83

0.85

0.77

0.66

The counter showed uniform gas gain and energy resolution over the

entire aperture of 20 mm diameter. In figure IV.7 u/N is plotted as

function of E/N for both independent gas gain determinations. a/N is

derived from the gas gain A using (4.20) which can be rewritten as

A = &jcp{ (a/N)Nd] (4.23)

with d the depth of the avalanche space.

Comparing the two types of gas gain measurements, one finds that the

two related a/N determinations agree within >v 3%. These discrepancies are

presumably caused by space charge effects and successor avalanches. Evi-

dence for this is found in the fact that a/N measurements performed at

high gas gain tend to be relatively high and measurements performed at

low pressures tend to be relatively low. Fitting of the data points having
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Figure IV. 7 The first Townaend aoeffiaient a divided by the atom nwrber
density N as function of the ratio of the eleatria field
strength to N3 for the argon + 10% me thane gas.
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E/N < 300 Td (assuming an error of 2%) with the formula (4.21) yields as

resul t

J = 1.09 10~19 m2,

H = 1.53 10~Mm

with a reduced x 2 of *• This best fit has been omitted from figure IV.7

for clarity. The solid line in figure IV.7 represents the best fit of

Charles (1972), based upon PC-measurements. Its extrapolation to lower E/N,

according to expression (4.21), is indicated by a dashed line. It is clear

from figure IV.7 that gas gains predicted for the PPC region (E/N •v. 300 Td),

resulting from an extrapolation of the PC-region (E/N ̂  300 Td) can be

considerably in error. For example, on the basis of our results, such an

error may be as large as a factor of 25 at E/N •*• 116 Td and at a pressure

of 0.4 bar.

IV. 4.3 The single electron distribution •••.

The mean gas gain A is the mean of a probability distribution with a

standard deviation o.. It can be shown (Legler, 1955) that for an avalanche

initiated by a single electron the probability distribution Q(n) for

obtaining n secondary electrons is given by 1

Q(n) = ~ (1 - ± ) n ~ \ with (4.24) j

(a /A) = 1 - 1 / 4 i

In almost all practical circumstances, parallel grid detectors are operated

at gas gains well above y> 103. This is dictated by the position read-out '.;

system, which often makes use of resistive elements. The signal should 'A

significantly exceed the thermal noise generated by the resistive elements ;?

and hence a high gas gain is essential. Equation (4.24) may then be ;;:!

approximated by ii

•£?

Q(n) = j-exp(-nM) (4.25) |

The mean A of such a distribution follows from the slope of In Q(«) as a :,;!

function of n: ••""$
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(4.26)
A n

.. In the previous section we gave (table IV.4) the means of our measured

single electron pulse height distributions. The complete results for a gas

gain around 5 x JO*1 are presented in figure IV.8, which shows the

distributions obtained at different pressures. The x-axis is normalized to

a gas gain of 5 x 10**. Two striking deviations from an exponential curve,

are evident.

- For n increasing above **» 2A the probability decreases more slowly than

an exponential, especially at low pressures.

- For n < 0.5 A, there is a deficit which becomes more pronounced at low

pressures. As a result, the distribution peaks at rt.

The first effect is due to successor avalanches which are initiated

by electrons released from the cathode by UV photons. These UV-photons are

fluorescense photons produced during the multiplication process (for

comparison see section IV.2.2). The effect of a relatively high probability

for high gas gains is more pronounced at lower pressures, which can be

explained by the increased probability for the UV photon to reach the

cathode. At higher pressures the UV photons are mainly absorbed by the

rotational and vibrational energy levels of the quench gas. One can

considerably reduce the influence of the UV photons in two ways. One

possibility is an increase of the amount of quench gas, the other is

coating the cathode with for instance carbon (de Korte, 1975) which gives

a lower quantum yield.

The second effect is due to the fact, that in order to obtain a given

gas gain at a low pressure a higher E/N is necessary (e.g. E/N ^ 200 Td,

p *» O.I bar) than that required (E/N ̂ 70 Td) at ambient pressure.

Equation (4.24) is derived under the assumptions (i) through (v) of the

previous section. In particular assumption (iv) is not valid for high

electric field strengths. The ionization probability for an electron is

only independent of its history if the energy eE/o, gained from the electric

field during one mean free path for ionization, is large in comparison with

the ionization energy el'. - In figure IV. 9 the dependence of EI a. on E/N is

shown for six typical measurements at different pressures, all having

comparable gas gain (listed in table IV.3). It has been shown empirically

by Slumbohm (1958a), that deviations of the exponential single electron
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Figure TV. 8 Single electron •pulse height distributions, measured with a

parallel grid avalanche detector.

distribution will occur for E/uU. < 23. If we adopt a value of 15.5 V for

the ionization potential of the 90% argon + 10% CHi» gas mixture (argon : U

= 16.5 V, methane : U. 12.8 V), our measurements show deviations from the

exponential shape for E/aU. % 10.

This effect has been the subject of theoretical investigations, the

first of which was performed by Legler (1961) who defined a gas model in

which the ionization probability, denoted as <z(c), is given by

aft) = 0 for Q<i<UolE

= a for ?>[/ IE
o o

(4.27)

where £ the path length traveled by an electron since the last ionization,

VQ [Vj being a model parameter and a being a constant. Under the

assumption that the gas gain is the same for this gas model as for a real

gas, he derived the relation
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aQ = a {2 exp (-aUJE) -1}
- 1

(4.28)

Legler solved this numerically and showed that i t was in good agreement

with the single electron measurements of Slumbohm (1958a), provided

U = U.. Alkhazov (1969) showed that for this model the standard deviation

o. is given by

aA 4b2-4b+l

Az 4b-2b2-l
, with (4.29)

b = exp (-aUjE)
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In figure IV.10 our measurements are compared with the Legler model. Here

we used the n^ /A (see figure IV.8) model values, given as function of

aJJjE by Legler and the model variance as obtained from (4.29). We found

that the measured n /A values (n determined by eye-ball f i t ) could be

explained by this model, provided however U = 0.5 U.. We also tr ied to
o l

calculate the standard deviation of the measured distributions. The
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calculation, based on the numerical evaluation of the moments is unfortun-

ately heavily influenced by the presence of the successor avalanches (see

above). Therefore we assumed the distribution to have an exponential tail

above n = 2A. The results, presented in figure IV.10b, still show a

higher variance than expected from the Legler model, because of the steeper

tail of the latter distribution with respect to an exponential. From the

measurements we can only conclude that the intrinsic variance of the

single electron distribution (in the absence of successor avalanches) is

at least equal to and maybe higher than the variance, predicted from the

Legler model with U = 0.5 U^.

Alkazov (1969) has shown, that the Legler model is very similar to

i x h ~ ' exp (-hx) (A.30)

where x = n/A and h a model parameter ('Polya'-parameter). For h = 1 this

is an exponential distribution and in the limit for h + », i t is a

S-function about x = 1. The mean of the distribution is x = 1, irrespective

of the value of h, and the relative variance (aA/A)2 is h"1 (see figure

IV.II). This distribution is sometimes called a Polya distribution

(Alkazov, 1969, 1970). We compared our measurements of single electron

spectra with Polya distributions using the same n /A values (see figure

IV.12). The observed discrepancies hardly influence the mean variance and

skewness. The conclusion seems therefore justified that a Polya distribution

gives a useful approximation to the single electron distributions.

1.0

Figure IV. 11 Relative variance (fQ) and position of maximum (n^ ) for
Polya distributions as function of model parameter h.
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Figure TV. 12 Comparison of a measured single electron distribution
(curve 4 of figure TV. 8) with a Polya distribution
(k = 1.4S).

IV.4.4 The multi-electron response

The probability distribution function Q(w,w) to create n electrons
in an avalanche, starting with m primary electrons can be derived
directly from the single electron distribution Q(l,w) using the moment
generating function. Note, that the mean n of Q(ra,«) is given by n = m.A,
with A the mean gas gain. We will denote the standard deviation of Q(m,n)
as a.. The moment generating function 8 (t) of Q(m,n) is given by

e (t) = L e nt Q(m,n)
n=0

(4.31)

The main characteristics of a moment generating function for a normalised

probability function are:

Z Q(m,n) = 1
M=0

(4.32)

- _ dln9m(t)

dt

d2 In

t=0 dt*
; etc.

t=0
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For the derivation of Q(m,n) from Q(l,n) we can use a well known

characteristic of moment generating functions

em(t) = {6i(t)}m , with (A.33)

If we assume a Polya distribution for the single electron response, as

given by (4.30), we arrive for the n electron distribution at

Q(m,n) = j Y<^ x h m " ' exp (-hx) (A.34)

with x = K/A, h the Polya parameter and m the number of primary electrons

At higher pressures h *> 1 (p ̂ 1 bar) and a reasonable approximation for

Q(m,n) is

"' x m~1 exp ( x ) (435) I iQ(m,n) = {A r(m)} " ' x m~1 exp (-x) (4.35)

The function Q("i,w) approaches the normal Gaussian distribution for m •*•<*>.

We will use the m electron response function, as given by (4.34) in the

sections IV.6 and IV.7 concerning energy and position resolution.

IV.5 Electronic Noise ' }

IV.5.1 Noise generating elements ;

For determining the centroid of a charge dumped on a wire grid one ]

can use the charge division technique by means of resistive coupling

between the individual wires. For the parallel grid avalanche detector :•:;

under investigation the wires of the grids are interconnected by ;

resistors. At fixed distances the resistor-chain i s connected to charge :

sensitive sense amplifiers, followed by shaping amplifiers. Two sources j

of electronic noise are inherent in this configuration: j

(i) Thermal noise ('Johnson noise') of a resistive element. The mean 4

sqaure noise voltage V2 and the mean square noise current X2 of a f

resistive element R are given by

Note 1). In this section complex quantities are indicated by a roman

letter type, e.g. A.
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Vz = 4 kTR [V2/Hz] J2 = 4 Wi? [A2/Hz] (4.36)

with k the Boltzman constant and T the temperature. This thermal

noise is frequency independent (white noise). In practice the noise

level is limited by the bandwidth of the amplifiers connected to

the resistive element,

(ii) FET noise. The FET at the input of the sense amplifier constitutes

another source of noise which may in certain cases become important.

This noise component is usually specified in terms of an equivalent

noise input voltage A^2) and current A^2) •

IV.5.2 Signal to noise ratio

The signal to noise ratio follows from a discussion of the

electronic circuit and associated signal and noise transfer.

(a) The electronic circuit

Figure IV.13a shows schematically the elements of the electronic

circuit present in the front end of the detector under investigation.

The charge Q_ is dumped on position y between sense amplifiers i

and i+1, which are separated by a total resistance fl'. The feedback

network of the sense amplifiers consists of a resistor fl, parallel

to Cf. An equivalent electronic circuit for signal and noise

transfer to the sense amplifier i is given in figure IV. 13b. Sense

amplifier i+1 is represented by its dynamic input capacitance C..,

which comprises AjC. in series with the coupling capacitor C

(Aj i s complex open loop gain). C. and C_ represent the sense

amplifier input impedance and the cable capacitance respectively.

The thermal noise of R (= i?'/2) is indicated by current source

/(•t2) and of R by the voltage source /(e.|) . The FET noise is j,

indicated by the voltage source AeS). The complex current source K

IQ represents the charge dump on the wire plane. .:}

In practise As. 2) and the amplifier noise input current (not ii

indicated in figure IV. 13b) only negligible contribute to the t\

sense amplifier noise output. <;|

(b) The ahopge pulse q(t)3 corresponding to the detector current I_(p) i-
y %

has the form of a ramp. As pointed out by Rice-Evans (1974) the h
shape of the charge pulse as a function of t i s given by %
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WIRE GRID

IQ Z.M

Charge sensitive
sense amplifier

shaping amplifier

Figure IV. 13 (a) SchematCe diagram of the front end electronics and
(b) equivalent electronic circuit of the detector coupled

to the charge sensitive sense amplifier and shaping
amplifier.
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Q
q(t) = Jj. w* t/d for t<to " d/W* (4.37)

with 1/ the ion drift velocity in the avalanche space, C the

detector capacitance, d the depth of the avalanche space and Q„ the

total amount of charge at the sense amplifier. This relation i s

valid under the assumption that the electron collection time is

negligibly small in comparison to the ion collection time.

Consequently the pulse shape at anode grid and drift grid have

equal and opposite amplitudes. For mathematical simplicity an

exponential shape wil l however be assumed for the pulse shape:

q(t) = <3T(l-e~t/TR) " (4.38)

where T. = | t represents a reasonable approximation. The Laplace
£\ O

transform of the associated current pulse i s given by

IQ(P) = ST/O+PTR) p = jm = complex frequency (4.39)

(c) Signal transfer. The charge signal transfer through the sense

amplifier i s given to a good approximation (Aj -*••», i? C >>f,,

CD -»• <">) by

Vo(p) = - IQZf = - IQ x f / e f ( l+p x f) Tf = Rft (4.40)

with V (p) the complex sense amplifier output and Zf = RJ/Cf. At

relevant frequencies ("v 1 MHz) and using pole zero cancellation

between sense amplifier and shaping amplifier, a useful approximation

i s given by

VQ(p) = IQ/pCf (4.41)

The transfer function of the shaping amplifier (time constant T ) i s
s

Hi(p) = A2pr /(1+pT ) 2 (4.42)
s s



with A2 the DC-gain. Containing (4.39), (4.41) and (4.42) the shaping

amplifier output Vx(p) is given by

VX(P) = -A2<3T(CfTRTsr
l ( P + I / T ^ - ^ P + I / T J ) - * (4.43)

The maximum value of the output pulse (time-domain) is obtained by

applying the inverse Laplace transform setting its differentiated

value equal to zero:

where

e = 0.27 for T = 0
T K.

= 0.32 for TD = T /2

= 0.39 for TB = T
K S

I t has been experimentally verified that for a charge pulse with a

shape according to (4.37) and with t = T , e = 0.32 which validates
O S T

the statement that the charge pulse (4.37) is well approximated by

an exponential pulse (4.38) with TD = { t .
K. O

(d) The FET noise. The mean square noise output of the shaping amplifier

due to FET noise is given by

h ! el !Ho(p)l2

where Hi(p) is given by (4.42) and H (p) the sense amplifier

transfer function for FET noise by'

Ho(p) = 1 + Zf/Zi ; Z£ -v (ffA + CB)//flg (4.46)

Integration of (4.45), setting T = if Cfi C = Ck+C„ and T = R C.
m g r i AJJ m " g i

yields

{ (4.47)
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(e) Thevmzl noise. The thermal noise of if also causes a noise output

of the shaping amplifier. The amplitude follows directly from (4.36),

the sense amplifier transfer function, implicitly given in (4.41)

and the shaping amplifier transfer function (4.42)

, l ,2 | A2pTs | . ,. .„

S

Performing the calculations yields:

73
2 = A2

2 KP T m C / (4.49)
s g i

(f) The signal to noise ratio at the output of the shaping amplifier

follows from (4.44), (4.47) and (4.49) as

o n 2P 2_ in' 2
H1 T s' f

(S/N) = — — (4.50)

There are two limiting cases of this expression:

(i) The signal to noise ratio is dominated by thermal noise;

(4.50) then reduces to

S/N=9TeT (2i?g/fcT Tg> * (4.51)

(ii) If FET-noise dominates the signal to noise ratio we obtain

S/N = GT eT/Cf (\*CJC£-1 {8TS/ e/} * (4.52)

forC./Cf»

and

S/N = Qr eT/Cf(l+x /T ) - 1 ';8T / e 2J 4 (4.53)

for C.ICC « T /Tir s m
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The expressions (4.51), (4.52), (A.53) provide representative and

convenient expressions for assessing and optimizing the quality of

the read-out system and wLll hence forth be used in the following

paragraphs dealing with energy and posit ion resolution.

IV.6 Energy resolution

IV.6.1 Introduction

For a Gaussian distribution the energy resolution Rr.(Y) (FWHM/mean)

of a proportional counter for monochromatic X-rays can be expressed as

1L,(Y) = 2.355 c 3 / /y (4.54)

The absolute value of c a i s discussed extensively in the l i terature .

Culhane et a l . (1966) found for argon + 10% methane gas values between

0.158 and 0.190 keV*, dependent on counter geometry and gas gain.

Huizenga (19/6) reports values of 0.150 keV* and Charles and Cooke (1968),

using anode wires with a very uniform thickness, obtained values as low as

0.146 keV . All these measurements were performed with conventional-

proportional counters .(see also Sipila, 1977, 1979 for even lower values) .

Only a few investigations have been undertaken to determine the

exact shape of the resolution function. Hink et a l . (1970) tried, also

for a conventional proportional counter, f i t t ing several functions to the

measured distributions for Al-Ki CMC and Be-K photons. None of these

functions gave a satisfactory f i t to the measured distributions. Further-

more the largest discrepancies are found at the longer wavelengths,

speci f ical ly within the scope of our investigations.

In this section a theoretical prediction of the energy response

function in a parallel plate proportional counter (PPC) wi l l be derived

as a function of photon wavelength. As a check comparison w i l l then be

made with measured energy response functions using a detector with

negligible noise.

IV. 6.2 The energy res-pome function

The energy response function E (y»x), the probability that a photon

with energy v produces n secondary electrons (x = n/A), can in principle

be derived from the primary eLectton s t a t i s t i c s and gas gain s t a t i s t i c s .
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The probability distribution V(y,m) (see section IV.2) i s r.ot a

known function. A useful approximation for V(y,m), with mean m and

standard deviation a 2 = m.F, i s given by Alkhazov (1970)

M -m
V(y,m) = {%) [\-F)m F° (4.55)

with mQ » m/(\-F)

This binomial distribution is only valid for discrete values of m<m .

For low values of m and F(y ^ 200 eV, m = 7 electrons, F = 0.2) mQ only

exceeds m by one or two.

Using (4.34) the energy response function can be obtained

numerically from

m
E(Y,X) = £° P(Y»"0 QOn.x) , (4.56)

The energy response function can be analysed with the help of the moment

generating Junction. Eq. (4.56) i s associated with the expression

Ay(t) = fy { In *j ( t ) } (4.57)

with A (t ) the m.g.f. of E (Y»X) , V (t) the m.g.f. of P ( Y , « )

(4.58)

and 4j( t ) the m.g.f. of the s ingle electron response function Q(l,x)

given by (4.34) as

(4 .59)

Hence we obtain

. m
A^(t) = {(1-F) (l-t/h)~a+F) (4.60)

An analytic expression for E(Y»X) can not be derived from (4.60). However

the moments can be directly computed from the m.g.f.-properties, i.e.
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a dt

and

= m O-F) = m (4.61)
t=o °

d lnA (t)
2 - . '

f dt t=o

for m = y/C , with C the ionization yield, (4.61) converts to energy

units as follows:

^ = mC Y = Y (4.62)

So far we have neglected the influence of noise on the energy

resolution. In the parallel grid detector under investigation the thermal

noise of 2? dominates the total noise figure. For typical values (see

chapter V, fl ^ 120 kfi, C- •v 5 pF, e -̂  0.32, x i. 3 vs, C. < 10 pF) we
g £ T S X

obtain from (4.51)

S/N -v, «T/5000 (4.63)

Since three shaping amplifiers are involved in the total charge detection

(see section IV.7 and V.4), the noise corrected energy resolution is

given by

(a /y ) 2 * (l/h+F+ 7.5.107/ml2)/ m (4.64)

IV.6.3 Testing the iheovy ;

As mentioned in section IV.4 we have investigated the performance '•

of a simple parallel plate proportional counter having a low noise read- J

out system: S/N > <2_/1000. We have measured the energy response function 5

for incident X-rays of 183 and 278 eV (B-Ka and C-Ka). The experimental |

results are given in figure IV.14 (gas mixture 90% argon - 10% methane, j

pressure 0.4 bar, gas gain "v- lO1*) . The measured energy resolution ^U(Y) j

«as 77 + 4% and 104 + 4% for C-Ka and B-Ka radiation respectively. The ;
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Figure IV. 14 Measured and theoretical energy response functions for

C-K (278 eV) and B-K (183 eV) radiation. Coordinatea a
normalised to nwrber of primary electrons.

shapes of the energy response functions were simultaneously compared with

the theoretical model (4.56) for different values of 1/h and F. The best

fits (by eye) given C =0.0263 keV were obtained with

1/h + F <M.O7 (4.65)

This is in excellent agreement with the values derived for h and F
independently in the previous sections of this chapter (F < 0.19 for
pure argon and h ^ 1.1 a t 0.4 bar ) . The solid lines in figure IV. 14
correspond to h = 1.05 and F = 0.12. Note that due to the discrete nature
of the primary electron s t a t i s t i c s F can only take a limited number of
values (4.55). The remaining discrepancies between the measured and
theoretical distributions in figure IV. 14 are attributed to non-uniformi-
ties in the anode-grid spacing (an X-ray beam of 5 mm diameter was used)
and the presence of a small nunfoer of successor avalanches in the high
energy t a i l .
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It can be concluded that the above theory provides a reasonably

accurate description of the energy response function in a parallel plate

proportional counter.

IV,7 Position resolution

IV. 7.1 Intrinsic limitations

Several effects intrinsically limit the position location accuracy

achievable in a parallel plate proportional detector.

(a) The photon range. For a given angle of incidence of the photon on

the detector, the depth of the drift space, the gas choice and gas

pressure influence the correlation between the incident photon

position and the site of photo-electron generation and hence the

position resolution (section IV.2.1).

(b) The photo-electron range. The range of the photo-electrons may

influence the position resolution. Charpak et al . (1978b) show, that

for an argon filled detector (1 bar) the electron range is "v 35 pm

for 2 keV electrons and 220 ym for 3 keV electrons. Given the photo-

electron energy as y-B., they show that the contribution of this

effect to the position resolution varies between 25 and 220 pm for

a photon energy between 2 and 6 keV.

In addition, the diffusion of the primary electrons (section IV. 3)

in the drift space - for a given gas gain variance - and the noise of

the read-out system (section IV.5) limit the achievable position resolution.

The influence of these effects is discussed below.

IV. 7.2 Influence of diffusion and gas gain

The accuracy to which the position of an incident photon can be

determined is given by the position resolution function M(x). This function

is dependent on (i) the standard deviation a of the electron cloud that

reaches the drift grid, ( i i ) the mean number of primary electrons m and

the Fano factor F and ( i i i ) the relative gas gain variance ƒ . The

functional dependences are derived in this section.

Let us start by deriving the position resolution function H(x).

Following Visser (1979), we express the probability that a primary electron

reaches a grid pixel k by the probability distribution R,
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V s I1

1^= ƒ (er /2ir)~x exp {-(^-a;o)2/2ap
2} d x^ (4.66)

V s / 2

with a; the centre position of pixel k, relative to an arbitrary origin,

x the position of the absorption of the incident photon and s the wire

distance. The probability that m. electrons reach grid pixel k, starting

with m primary electrons is given by the binomial distribution

Sk
 0)(m,^) = ( ^ X V ^ i\-\)m'\ . (4.67)

The superscript (1) differentiates between this and following probability

distributions. The m.g.f. of (4.67) i s then given by (see 4.31) as

6 ^ 0 ( t ) = (Rket + l-R .̂)"* " (4.68)

If the statistical distribution P(m,y) of m is taken into account, see

(4.55) and (4.58), the probability that a photon with energy y generates

m. electrons in pixel k is given by the distribution

Sfc
(2) ( Y , ^ ) - S° p<Y."0 Sk

(1) (m,^) (4.69)
BFO

with moment generating function

(2) l - y (1-F) + 1} °. (4.70)

' The influence of the gas gain statistics can subsequently be incorporated

using the multi electron response function 0(m,x), as given by (4.34) .

The probability distribution that a photon with energy y generates ru

i (= •̂ •X]c) electrons in pixel k i s thus

I sk (3) ̂ ' V = * ° sk(2)

'i- *
The moment generating function follows using (4.59) as

9 (t) = {(5. (1-t/h)" -R.)(l-^)+l} ° (4.72)
T K K
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with h the Polya parameter. The moments of this distribution follow
directly from (4.32):

ri mA , (4.73)

We have now obtained the mean number of secondary electrons, n, in pixel
k, as well as the variance.

The centroid a: of the charge distribution induced by one photon is
given by

The distribution of centroids for a large number of photons is equal to
the required position resolution function M(x). The mean x is clearly
equal to x and the variance a is approximately given (for independento p
bin statistics) by

O 2 =

Substitution of (4.73) and (4.74) in (4.75) gives

k mk m

which, by substitution of (4.66) can be rewritten as

a 2= en2 ap
2 (J+J/h)/ m (4.77)

where c^ = 1 f or a > 2s. For smaller charge clouds ci» is dependent on the
Fano factor and, forF^ 1 on the relative gas gain variance ƒ = 1/h.
For charge clouds with a < e , the constant c4 i s also dependent on the
location of the centroid. ligure IV. 15 shows ci» as function of a/8 for
a number of values of F and h. The increased line width in this figure
is due to position dependent variations of ci,.
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Figure IV.IS The correction factor C^ as a function of a / a . See text.

The standard deviation a of the charge cloud has been discussed

in section IV. 3 and can be written as

2 _ (4.78)

with V the actual drift length dependent on the mean absorption depth

for a given photon energy

(4.79)

and with a 2 and ö/y both functions of E/N only. From the data, presented

in figures IV.5 and IV.6, a is calculated for different gas mixtures

and is presented in figure IV.16.

If the position resolution were solely dependent on electron

diffusion, iJie beet achievable position resolution is obtained for

o - a . Figure IV.17 shows the associated a as function of photon

energy for 8 = 200 urn and h - 1. Such a a can be achieved for example

with 3 mm A/CO2 (9:1) or with 1 mm A/CHi» (9:1) a t a pressure of 1 bar.
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IV. 7.3 Influence of electronic noise

The contribution of noise to the variance of the position resolution

function M(x) is given by

(4.80)

with P. the position of the avalanche centre relative to the position of
the sense amplifier i , a t which most of the charge is collected (section
III .4) . P. i s given by

8 \ (4.81)
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with V. the i shaping amplifier output, n the number of wires

between two sense amplifiers and s the wire pitch. Differentation of

(4.80) yields

= s n /(2+3|P./s n |2) (S/N) - I (4.82)

with the signal to noise rat io S/N given by (4.63). For a (typical) gas

gain of 5 x 101*, P./s n = 0.5, and sn = 2 mm, a is given in figure

IV.17 as function of photon energy (s/N = 10 m). In addition figure IV. 17

shows the position resolution o_, due to minimum diffusion and nominal

noise: Oj.2 = a 2+aH
2, showing the small influence of the noise.

In order to evaluate the performance of this method for determining

position, a Monte Carlo simulation program (XDVSIM) has been developed.

If bipolar and uncorrelated noise is assumed a t the output of the shaping

amplifiers, simulations show that the resultant systematic error L(x ) in

the position measurements i s hardly impaired by noise (figure IV.18).

£(a;o) (sometimes refered to as non-linearity) is defined as
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P - xo o (4.83)

with XQ an incident photon position and P the corresponding detected
position (mean). A characteristic of the employed position determination
electronics is that the negative shaping amplifier outputs are clamped to
zero, before the position algorithm is performed. For the worst case
(S/N ^ 20) and s««w

 = 2 mm, using the simulation program, we investigated
the influence of this effect on position resolution and systematic
position errors. The results are shown in figure IV.18, and indicate an
improved position resolution and decreased l ineari ty. Further simulations
showed that these effects are almost linearly dependent on S/N.

I t i s probable that the noise detected a t adjacent amplifiers is
partly correlated, since they have one noise generating resistor in
common. This effect significantly reduces the noise contribution to the
position resolution for small values of |P. | and for \P. | ==0.5 (maximum)
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no influence i s observed.

Electronic calibration measurements of the overall noise performance

of the position detection system showed that values for the position

resolution predicted by expression (4.82) are 20 + 10% too high, which is

attributed to signal clamping and correlated noise. For S/N > 40 the

electronic linearity was within 20 ym (S/N = 20, L(x ) < 40 ym).

In conclusion (4.81) i s an adequate expression for estimating the

noise influence of the read-out system.
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CHAPTER V

CAMERA ELEMENTS

V. 1 Sub-micron entrance windows for an ultra soft X-ray camera

H, Huizenga1, J.A.M. Bleeker1, W.H. Diemer' and A.P. Huben2

1. Cosmic Ray Working Group, Huygens Laboratory, Leiden,

The Netherlands

2. Röntgenbuizenlaboratorium, -Philips Nederland B.V., Eindhoven,

The Netherlands

Accepted for publication in Rev. Sci. Instr.

Abstract

During the development of an imaging proportional counter suited for

observation of celestial objects in the XUV-waveband (10-250 8), we

investigated the feasibility of producing a reliable plastic entrance

window with a thickness < 0.3 micron with good uniformity over an area of

several tens of square centimeters. After evaluation of several candidate

materials and production techniques we selected film-casting of pure

Lexan as an appropriate technique for provision of strong 65 mm diameter,

0.3 micron thick windows with low gas diffusion leakage (< 3.10 "* bar

cmVsee cm2) and adequate opaqueness for short wavelength UV-radiation.

A prototype XUV-camera equipped with such a window was used to make a

picture of a multipinhole mask irradiated by the emission line spectrum

of ionised He (243, 256, 304 X). This showed a very satisfactory

performance as is shown at the end of this paper.

V.I.I Introduction

During the past few years the Cosmic Ray Working Group at Leiden,

The Netherlands, has been invo-lved in the development of an imaging
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proportional counter with high spatial resolution (FWHM ̂  100 micron at

1 keV), optimised for usage as an ultra soft X-ray camera in the focal

plane of a grazing incidence telescope. Such an instrument, because of

its low intrinsic noise and high quantum efficiency, provides the

optimum means for the study of extended low brightness celestial sources

in the wavelength range of 10-250 8 (XUV-range). Examples of such sources

are very evolved supernova remnants, emission features from hot (106K)

interstellar plasma and the alleged hot galactic halo.

Until now, the operation of imaging proportional counters as focal

plane cameras has been mainly restricted to wavelengths shorter than

<\i 80 8, which is governed by the thickness of the counter entrance window.

In order to shift this long wavelength cut-off to beyond 200 A an ultra-

thin plastic window, with a thickness of 0.3 micron or less, had to be

developed which meets certain requirements concerning effective area,

uniformity, mechanical strength, diffusion leak and wavelength pass band.

The initial development of such a window, which would eventually qualify

for space application, was undertaken in cooperation with the Rontgen-

buijen Laboratorium of Philips B.V. in The Netherlands and results of

this development are reported here.

The window for the afore-mentioned camera should have an effective

area of - 35 cm2 with good uniformity in thickness (variation < 10%).

Figure V.1 shows the transmission efficiency as a function of photon

wavelength for 0.5 and 1 micron thick polypropylene (state of the art in

rocket and satellite experiments,respectively) and of 0.3 and 0.15 micron

thick polycarbonate foils of Lexan, demonstrating the required increase

in long wavelength response.

Furthermore the following requirements were imposed on the window

properties:

- The gas diffusion leak, due to permeability, must be < 3.10 cm3

bar/sec cm2 at a differential pressure across the window of 0.2 bar.

This requirement arises, among others, from the limited gas storage

possibilities in space experiments. In addition, the supported window

should withstand pressure cycling between 0 and 1 bar (several hundred

times) and temperature cycling between 0 and 40 degrees centrigrade

without noticeable increase of the diffusion leakage.

- One side of the window must be conductive to allow for the application

of a well-defined electric field inside the counter drift region.
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Figure V. 1 XUV transmission as a function of wavelength for polypropylene

and Lenxm foils of various thicknesses.

The thickness of a conductive coating should however not impair the

XUV-transmission properties.

- The window should efficiently absorb UV-photons with wavelengths

shorter than = 2500 8. The quantum energy of these photons (> 5 eV)

exceeds the photoelectric work function of conductors, thereby releasing

single electrons from the coating into the counter gas. The UV-component

of stellar XUV-sources can therefore introduce a serious source of

background if this precaution is not implemented, since the tail of

these single electron distributions extend into the XUV-range.
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V.1,2 Evaluation of production techniques

Several methods have been employed in the past for the production

of thin plastic foils, both for the use as beam filter and as entrance

window for gas counters. For the latter application* 0.5 micron poly-

propylene has been successfully used in rocket borne, soft X-ray

experiments (Kato et al., 1972; de Korte et al., 1974; Bleeker et al.,

1978) and can therefore be regarded as the present state of the art for

space application.

To investigate the feasibility of a much thinner window, we first

explored several different production techniques to get an empirical

feel for their specific limitations and critical areas. We shall now

proceed with a brief account of our experience, after which a more

detailed description of the adopted production technique and performance

measurements will be given.

Biaxial stretching of polypropylene (C3H6) foils has proven to be

an excellent method for the production of thin counter windows (Kato et

al., 1972). For areas of several tens of square centimeters however, the

limit of this technique seems to be a thickness of about 0.3 micron.

This limit can be reached using a rather sophisticated and thermally well-

tuned set up as described by Barres and Blake (1977). Since polypropylene

transmits UV-radiation down to = 1600 8, an additional coating for

UV-absorption is anyhow necessary and consequently the window would

effectively come close to a thickness of 0.5 micron, which has a too

high XUV-absorption. This production technique has therefore been

discarded.

Evaporation techniques have been used to produce ultra thin

(1000 X) metallic foils (Hunter et al., 1965). These can however only be

used as beam filters and are much too weak to withstand substantial

differential pressure.

Vacuum vapor-phase polymerisation has been successful for the

production of highly uniform Parylene N pellicles. Parylene N is a linear

polymer (C8Hs)n, based on poly-p-xylylene (Gorham, 1966; Spivack, 1970).

Since these pellicles are commercially available at a thickness of 1000 X

up to 10 cm diameter, we conducted leak tests on a few small samples of

these pellicles (supplied by Union Carbide) mounted on a fine support

mesh (see V.1.3). They all showed however, a leak rate far in excess

of our requirement. The main difficulty encountered with this technique

was releasing the Parylene from the supporting glass substrate. Since the
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prohibitive leak rate is most likely associated with this separation

process, we did investigate this problem in some depth. With the aid of

an existing facility and available expertise at the Philips Physics

Research Laboratory, we produced several batches of Parylene N pellicles

(method according to Spivack, 1970). On a very smooth glass substrate

(irregularities < 50 nm) a thin interface layer was deposited before the

polymerisation process of Parylene was performed, in order to facilitate

a fast and non-destructive separation process. After several tests with

different interface layers, we finally chose a double layer, comprising

a low molecular release agent, covered by high molecular Poly-Vinyl

Alcohol. The release agent provides a fast release process, the PVA

layer prevents degradation of the polymerisation process by the high vapor

pressure of the release agent. Separation can be easily accomplished by

dipping in a 1:1 solution of isobutanol and water at 60 C. In this way

several highly uniform 0.15-0.3 micron Parylene N pellicles were produced,

however subsequent leak tests showed that a majority of the samples violated

our requirement by an order of magnitude at 0.15 micron. In addition,

Parylene N transmits UV in the 1400-1800 8 band (Stern and Paresce, 1975)

and therefore requires coating with an UV-absorber. We therefore abandoned

production of Parylene N in favour of Lexan (see further on).

A third method involves casting of the plastic film. This method was

introduced by Henke (1964) who produced thin Formvar (trademark of

Monsanto, mainly (C5H8O2) ) film by casting a Formvar solution (solvent

1.2 dichloroethane) on a water surface. Formvar layers as thin as 0.02

micron can be formed in this way during evaporation of the solvent.

Williamson and Maxon (1975) have used this method to produce large counter

windows (up to 1800 cm2) of 1 micron thick by lamination of several

layers, which eliminates the effect of the presence of small pinholes. In

order to reduce the window transmission for UV-radiation below 2500 A,

they added the polycarbonate Lexan (trademark of Cadillac Plastic and

Chemical Company (C1feH1i,O3)n) dissolved in CADCO-SC-125 (also available from

Cadillac Plastic). Lexan is an excellent absorber for UV-radiation below

2400 A (see figure V.2). Pure Lexan films can also be made in this way and

have been used to coat polypropylene windows to reduce their UV-trans-

mission (Fabricant et al., 1979). This film casting method is advantageous

in two respects. First of all no supporting substrate is necessary which

eliminates the problem of film release from this substrate, secondly the

film is built up from several layers largely reducing the influence of
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small pinholes on the leak ra te . We tried this method on a batch of
candidate materials, i . e . Fonnvar, Lexan, Bioden (acetyl cellulose) and
Collodion (cellulose n i t r a t e ) , to evaluate which, if any, would have
superior quality concerning mechanical strength and leak rate. Small
samples (0 14 mm) with a typical thickness of 0.2 micron, comprising 5
layers, were successfully produced for al l of these materials. Lexan 101
dissolved in dichloromethane with a softener consistently showed tha
lowest leak-rate. Since Lexan i s also favoured for i t s low UV-transmission,
we subsequently concentrated on the production of large (6 65 mm) pure
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Lexan windows. This did include the investigation of the criticality of a

number of process parameters for the quality of the end product.

7.2.3 Lexan window produation technique

Figure V.3 shows a picture of the production tooling for Lexan film

casting. The principal elements comprise a water reservoir into which a

spreader, containing the Lexan solution, can be lowered. This should be

done in such a way that - due to the water surface tension - the solution

is pushed upwards along the spreader surface until eventually the

solution distributes uniformly over the intersecting line between the

spreader and the water surface. This process can be best studied by

colouring the solvent with for example Rhodamin B. The spreader (width

12 cm) is attached to a carriage which can move along a rail driven by a

small servo-motor. In this way the spreader is drawn slowly along the

entire length of the watertank, leaving a Lexan film floating on the

water surface. The Lexan film is formed within a few seconds after

spreading on the surface. The quality of the produced film is critically

dependent on a large number of system parameters.

i, "

Figure V.3 Production tooling for Lexan film casting. The ipolytmvised

Lexan film, floating on the water surface, is sust discernable.
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First of all the set-up has to be contained in a dust free environment

(less than 50 particles per cubic meter). Distilled water at about 20 C

(which is frequently renewed and led through a dust filter), should be

used to avoid the presence of small dust particles on the water surface.

Investigation of the formation process of the film on the water surface

showed that the best results are obtained by using a brass hydrophobic

spreader which should dip well below the surface. Both the Lexan

concentration in the solution and the- drawing speed determine the thickness

of the film. Analysis of different batches of commercially available

CADCO-SC-125 solvent showed slightly different constituents and a high

degree of dust pollution. We therefore decided to produce a clean Lexan

solution comprising dichloromethane with 0.01% dioctylphthalate as a

softener and 2% Lexan 101 powder (by weight). For a lower concentration

of Lexan, the removal of a Lexan film from the water surface is much more

difficult. A 2% solution in conjunction with a drawing speed of 1 cm/sec

gave a typical thickness of 700 A. It is important, that all possible

sources of vibration or turbulence near the water surface during the time

of film casting should be eliminated to avoid non-uniformities in the

film thickness. This means adequate decoupling of small vibrations due

to the carriage motor from the water tank and a shut-down of air

circulation in the dust free bench during the casting process.

After the'film is formed on the water surface, a stainless steel

mask with an open aperture of 65 mm is lowered onto the film, next

dipped into the water starting from one side and raised from the tank.

The free-standing Lexan film adheres to this mask and can be dried.

Repetition of this process between 2 and 5 times yields the desired

thickness range of 0.15 micron. It should be noted that, once1 a basic

Lexan film of say one or two 700 A layers is produced, lower concentrations

of Lexan can be used to adhere thinner layers to this film, allowing for

a trim to the desired thickness. Each individual layer is, before stacking,

subjected to microscopic examination for the detection of large

pinholes.

It is evident that a free standing window of this size is capable

of withstanding little differential pressure. Assuming a supporting

mesh with circular holes, the burst pressure P_ of a film with thickness
o

t relates to the hole diameter D by the relation
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with a the tensile strength of the plastic film. For the plastics under

consideration a = 5.107 N/m2. Imposing P_ > 1 bar for a window of 0.15 ynn

thick, requires a mesh support with a pitch < 100 micron. We selected for

this purpose grown nickel mesh which was specifically developed for

application as storage grids in oscilloscope tubes. The mesh we employed

had a pitch of 50 micron with a transmission factor of 0.55. This fine

mesh was in turn supported by a coarse mesh of etched stainless steel with

a pitch of 1 mm and a transmission factor of 0.85. These meshes were

contained in an aluminium support assembly which possessed 1 mm thick

support bars on a 20 mm pitch to avoid excessive bending of the window-

mesh combination over the 65 mm aperture. During the mounting of the

window on the support assembly it turned out to be difficult to avoid

edge effects which could damage the window.

Application of a conductive coating of 70 A thick aluminium was

successfully accomplished by vapour-phase deposition at 5.10"8 bar. This

thickness does not impair the transmission for XUV-radiation, except for

a small region around 170 A* (Al L-edge) where the absorption reaches a

maximum of 25%. The uniformity of this coating was very good, its

thickness could be assessed by transmission measurements (T = 20%).

The conductivity of the coating was = 30 fi/cm, which is more than

adequate. It would be desirable to use coatings with a higher photo-

electric work potential than Al to decrease the UV sensitivity. We have

not yet pursued this any further.

V.I.4 Qualification proaedure

Qualification of the produced windows with respect to strength and

gas diffusion leak was accomplished in the following way. The leak rate

of the supported window was first evaluated at a differential pressure of

0.2 bar. Subsequently the window was subjected to pressure cycling

(typically 100 x) applying progressively higher differential pressures

from 0.2 to I bar, if intermediate checks do not show deterioration.

Afterwards the leak rate was assessed at 0.2 bar and had to be less than

3.10"1* cm3 bar/sec cm2 for qualification. The leakage of a window is due

to both small pinholes and the intrinsic diffusion leak. The lowest

measured leak rate is an upper limit for the intrinsic diffusion leakage

and turned out to be less than 5.10~5cm3 bar/sec cm2 for two samples with

a diameter of 65 ran and a thickness of 0.3 micron. Qualification tests

on a batch of 50 0.3 micron thick 65 mm diameter window samples showed a
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yield of 25%. We did not succeed in producing qualified windows of this

size with a thickness of 0.15 micron; this however may still have been

due to imperfections in the mounting procedure on the support structure

and therefore 0.3 micron should not be regarded as a fundamental limit.

In addition the XUV-transmission of the window has to be assessed.

Given the chemical composition, the thickness can serve as a reasonable

indicator. The thickness and uniformity of the window material can be

judged in the most straightforward way by the colour of the light

reflected from the window for white light at normal incidence (Francon,

1956). This method has an absolute accuracy of + 0.02 micron in the

thickness range from 0.1 to 0.3 micron. Thickness non-uniformities can be

clearly distinguished down to 0.01 micron. With the aid of dual beam UV

interference, the colour-thickness relation can be calibrated ("colour-

thickness"). Table V.I gives the colour-thickness for a few Formvar and

Lexan samples for which the XUV-transmission has also been measured.

Inspection of the colour pattern was used to ensure that the desired

uniformity over the window aperture was indeed obtained.

Table V.I CHUM THICKNESS AND XW-TRANSM1SSICM OF LEXAN ANI1 FOBMVA» SAMPLES

Material Cal ibrated co lor chicknt-1*1) Predicted transmi*'*ii'n Hi'.v

(microns) <Z) (J)

Zi3 X 25* X 104 8 243 X 2Sfc S 104 X

0, tl • 0.02

o.ii + o.nz

n+i io*t i+i

A direct measure of the XÜV-transmission was obtained with the help

of a Penning discharge source. Filled with Helium gas, this source emits

the Lyman series of ionised Helium at 243, 256 and 304 8. A transmission

grating provided the separation of the different lines. The results of

these measurements are also given in table V.I, together with the XÜV-

transmission values expected from the measured "colour-thickness" and the

absorption cross-sections of the constituent atoms (Cruddace et al., 1974)=

Although the transmission predicted from the colour-thickness and the
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measured XUV-transmission are not inconsistent, it should be noted that

«ill the measured values are consistently lower than the predicted

transmission. We want to emphasize in this context that the transmission

properties of plastic windows between 100 and 1000 A can only be derived

approximately from the weighted sum of the cross-sections of their

constituent atoms. Above the Carbon K-edge (44 A), the electrons of the

L-shell play a dominant role in the absorption process. The L-shell

electrons, in contrast to the K-shell electrons, are not uniquely

localised at the atoms (valence-electrons). Lenselink (1979) showed that

due to this effect the molecular cross-section of Formvar may have to be

raised significantly for wavelengths near 300 A as compared to the

weighted sum of the atomic cross sections. In table V.1 the predicted

transmission according to his model is given for Formvar in parentheses.

They, in turn, are consistently lower than the measured transmission,

indicating that rather large uncertainties still exist in making reliable

transmission estimates based on thickness information.

V.l.S An XUV gas-camera

A proto-type XUV gas-camera, based on the detection principle

described by Bleeker et al. (1980), has now been fully tested by the

Cosmic Ray Working Group at Leiden over the wavelength range 10-300 A.

This camera has an effective entrance diameter of 65 mm diameter and shows

excellent linearity and uniformity over the full aperture (- 35 cm2).

The position resolution measured at 1 bar ranges from 80 micron (FWHM) at

10 A to 600 micron at 250 A. A detailed description of this instrument

and its performance will be given elsewhere (this thesis, Huizenga et al.,

1981), however we show here seme first results obtained near 250 8 when

the camera was equipped with a qualified 0.3 micron Lexan window.

In front of the camera a multiple pinhole mask (pitch 1.3 mm, hole

size 0.2 mm) was mounted which was irradiated (in vacuo) by a parallel

beam comprising the emission line spectrum of ionised Helium. Independent

measurements of the transmission of the window showed that equal

intensities of 243/256 and 304 A* radiation were injected into the camera

which was operated at 0.4 bar. The pinhole mask pattern and its XUV-

image, registered by the camera is shown in figure V.4.
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Figure V. 4 XUV-image at 250 ft of a multi pinhole mask taken with a gas

aamera featuring a 0.3 micron thick Lexan entrance window. The
pixel size equals 0.1 mm, the position resolution is about
0.6 rm FWEM. The image spots do not have equal brightness due
to non-uniformity of the incident beam and obscuration by the
window support structure. The latter causes the drop-out of
one hole (see insert).
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V,2 The electrical configuration and mechanical construction

V.2.1 Design and construction of the crossed wire planes

The crossed wire planes constitute the core of the camera. The wire

pitch of the wire planes must be small enough

(i) to obtain distribution of the electron avalanche over at least a few

wires to enable determination of the centre of gravity of the

electron cloud with an accuracy better than the wire pitch

(ii) to avoid a position dependent gas gain, which impairs the position

resolution and linearity.

The first condition is fulfilled if the wire pitch is < 200 um, as pointed

out in chapter IV.7.2, assuming a standard deviation for the electron

cloud of 200 pm, which is reasonable since for typical use of the camera

(Z/p)2 "v 2 and a > 100 Via (chapter IV. 7). The second condition

requires an evaluation of the electric field characteristics of the

crossed wire planes.

We have evaluated the electric field configuration of two crossed

wire grids with a pitch of 200 pm at a distance of 1 mm. A wire diameter

of 100 um was assumed. For our purpose the formalism described by Erskine

(1972) can be used. The complex field potential IT(W) is approximately

IT(U) ̂  2 kj In (sin TT W / S ) + k3 (5.1)

with S the wire pitch and W = x + is a complex variable. The x-axis lies

in the wire plane, perpendicular to the wires axes and the 2-axis is

perpendicular to the wire plane, the origin is chosen in an arbitrary

wire centre, kj and k3 are determined by the boundary conditions. The

real part of ir(U) represents the actual physical potential V, the imaginary

part of ir(w) gives the imaginary potential x, which is constant along the

field lines. The field strength is given by

(5.2)

' For the boundary condition P(0,d) = 0 and V(x ,z ) = 1 we ottain for

\- ki and k3

; k3 = kl (- *zL + 21n2)
(5.3)

k l = V I" 8 + 21n2 + l n < s i n 2 VXJ8 + sinh2 ir3
o/s>)
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The expression for TT(U) is an approximation to the complex field potential

only. As a result the equipotential surface with V(x,z) = V is not

cylindrical like the wire. We have chosen quite arbitrary 7(r //2, r //2)=1.

Figure V.5 shows at an arbitrary cross section the field lines and

equipotential lines of the electric field near the wires (r = 50 ym,

S = 200 um, d = 1 mm). The field configuration around both grids are

similar. The electric field strength along various field lines is shown in

figure IV.6 as a function of the distance |w| from the origin. From the

figures V.5 and V.6 two conclusions can be drawn, (a) The field is nearly

uniform in a large part of both the drift space and the avalanche space,

(b) Near the wires the electric field strength as function of |u| differs

significantly from one field line to another.

Due to this last effect the gas gain calculated along the field

linex= */2 exceeds the gas gain along x = w/150 with a factor of three

(i.e. over an x-range of 100 um). Since the gas gain is determined by the

average over many field lines, owing to the spatial extent of the electron

cloud (ap > 200 ym) the net influence of this effect remains small, i.e.

< 0.1%. In conclusion, for our application, a wire plane consisting of

wires with a diameter of 100 um at a pitch of 200 um fully meets the

required electric field uniformity.
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Figure V. 6

Electric field strength as

function of the distance

from an arbitrary wire centre,

taken along different field

lines.
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Furthermore the influence of wire displacements (caused by the

finite construction method) in both the 3- and ac-direction has to be

assessed to assure that the gas gain variations are kept at a level which

does neither impair the position linearity nor the position and energy

resolution.

(i) The effects of single wire displacements in the z-direction can be

calculated, using the equations of section IV.4. A displacement of

20 jJm causes 20% gas gain differences between adjacent wires

(same x)- Corrected for the spatial extent of the electron cloud

(a > 200 urn) this reduces to i» 8% if the centre of the avalanche

is located at the displaced wire. For an avalanche centred at one

and two wire spacings away from the displaced wire, the corresponding

gain variations are 5% and 2% respectively. This has negligible

influence on the energy resolution, whereas calculation of the

influence on position determination shows deviations

exceeding 10 ym. Wire displacements of + 10 ym in the z-direction

can therefore be tolerated.

(ii) The effects of wire displaeemsnts in the x-direction are evaluated

using the evaluation programme XUVSM, described in section IV.7.3.

Two results were obtained from this evaluation: (a) single wire
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displacements of 20 Wn, provided that the mean wire pitch remains

constant, can be neglected because of the spatial extent of the

electron cloud; (b) alteration of the mean wire pitch over a certain

number of wires introduces serious non-linearities. For example a

change of the wire pitch from 200 vim to 195 um over ten wires

introduces deviations in position as large as 50 \im (see eq. 4.83).

This can be directly explained by the accumulation of the displace-

ment errors: these are no longer cancelled out by the size of the

electron cloud, which is now comparable or smaller than the extent

of the erroneous wire pitch. Therefore the construction method of

the wire planes should guarantee a constant wire pitch

( I A. < 20 pm for all j , with A. the displacement of the i e

i=I 1

and j the number of wires).

. the displacement of the i wire

In pursuit of an adequate construction method several techniques

have been tr ied , including winding a wire plane with a lathe. Eventually

we have choosen a method where the wires were stretched one by one across

a grooved macor strip and subsequently mounted with a tension of 2N.

Typical wire displacements in the a;-direction were measured on a tes t

sample and the results are displayed in figure V.7. The standard deviation

of the displacement distribution equals 4.9 um, whilst the standard

deviation inherent in the measuring technique (profile-projector) was

estimated to be ^ 3 iim. A similar pattern was observed for the 3-direction.

Incorporation later of better quality wires gave an improvement of at :

least a factor of two, measured using a higher resolution profi le- '»

projector. ;
i

V

V. 2.2 Construction of the gas aell ',,r

Figure V.8 shows an exploded view of the camera elements. The thin- ';

window assembly is glued leak tight into the window support, using a .;;

conductive epoxy in order to electrically connect the conductive window •/•-

coating to the detector housing. The window support interfaces via ';•}

an 0-ring seal with the top plate with an appropriate spacer in between if

to define the depth of the drift space. An aluminium bottom frame |

contains four decagonal macor plates onto which the wires are stretched. :1

These plates were glued to the bottom frame with conductive epoxy. The 3

use of conductive epoxy is highly desirable to avoid electric breakdown 'f.

or discharge problems, which may occur as a result of charge-up of low 'ft
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Figure V. 7 Typical wire displacements in the x-diveation. Standard

deviation of the measurements: a = 4.9 pm (measurement

accuracy 3 vm). For the final camera construction, the wire

displacements were at least a factor of two smaller (see text).

quality non-conductive epoxy layers, when interfacing grounded and high

voltage components. Therefore (i) conductors and insulators are interfaced

only with conductive epoxy and (ii) an insulator is not connected to

conductors at largely different potential). The macor plates contain

feed-throughs for the gold coated tungsten wires of the wire planes,

which are soldered to the feed-throughs from the rear side. After the

wire mounting procedure the feed-throughs were potted to obtain a vacuum

tight seal. Each adjustment strip includes a top part which is mounted

onto the grooved bottom part to properly define the position of the wires

in the s-direction. Shielding covers are mounted on the macor plates of

the anode grid to prevent large distortions of the drift field. A

removable bottom plate is inserted into the bottom frame to allow for

optimal cleaning of the wires planes. (A dust free environment during
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Figure V. 8 Exploded, view of the camera.

the mounting procedure of the wires or a careful dust cleaning method

after the mounting procedure is necessary to prevent electric breakdown).

The top plate and bottom frame, connected via an O-ring seal, are mounted

to the sense amplifier section by means of an interface ring, which

contains the interconnecting resistors for the wire planes and the

coupling capacitors to the sense amplifiers. Figures V.9 and V.10 show

two photographs of the camera. Figure V.9 shows a top view of the camera

with the top plate removed. A bottom view of the camera (figure V.10)

shows the sense amplifier output connectors, the shielded sense amplifiers

and the coupling capacitors.
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Figure V.9 Top view of the camera with removed window support assembly

and top plate.(diameter = 20 am).
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Figure V. 10 Bottom view of the camera.
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V.3 The front end electronics

V. 3.1 The optimization of parameters

The design of the front end electronics has already been discussed

before (chapter III.4, IV.5 and IV.7). The choice of resistance R ,

feedback capacitor C, and coupling capacitor C need to be optimized for

a particular application, in this case for 'diffusion limited' operation

at 250 S.

Diffusion dominated position resolution at the longest wavelengths

(a "v 210 ym at 250 X, figure IV.18) requires the standard deviation of

the noise o„ to be smaller than ̂  160 ym if the contribution of the noise
N

to be restricted to less than 20% of the resulting position resolution at

250 8, For a nominal gas gain of 5.101* and hence m.A <v. 9.10\ this implies

a minimum acceptable signal to noise ratio equal to •*» 20, and hence

(according to chapter IV.5.2)

R > 110 k£l (5-4)

(at room temperature for s.n = 2 mm, e ^ 0.32, T *V< 3 ys). R amounts

to half the resistance R ' between two adjacent sense amplifiers. On the

other hand R should remain small to avoid a position dependent amplitude

reduction, resulting from integration by stray capacitance along the

resistive chain. We therefore selected R =110 kQ. With this value of R

we found that the deviations in the found positions are less than 20 um

(expression IV.82). It is clear that if one likes to increases the sense

amplifier distance, in order to reduce the amount of processing electronics,

R would also have to be increased in order to retain the same position

resolution. In that case FETnoise might significantly contribute to the

total noise figure.

For a correct position determination the input impedance of the

sense amplifier must be as small as possible. This can be best understood

by considering a simplified diagram of the front end as given in figure

IV. lla. Here C and Cn represent the dynamic capacitance of the i
i i+1

and adjacent sense amplifier. The position Y of the charge

injection follows from the ratio of the sense amplifier pulse amplitudes.

These amplitudes can however .be influenced by charge redistribution

between C_ and CL , which takes place with a time constant equal to
i i+1
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Figure V.ll (a) Simplified electronic circuit at the front end.

See text,

(b) Associated sense amplifier output pulses.

i R ' ̂ D« In figure V. lib pulses are sketched, assuming a infinite rf

(expression 4.40). Tests have shown that for | R f C n > 250 ps the charge

redistribution has negligible influence on the position determination.

Therefore we require C^ > 2 nF, which has been realized by choosing
CC = 27 nF and Cf = 4'7 pF° Since |^i| ̂  100 for the relevant frequencies,
this yields C *• 3.5 nF.

V.3.2 Cro88-tatk: a design coupled limitation

The present design concept suffers from a basic limitation, which

is capacitive coupling (cross-talk) between the feed-throughs of the grid

wires. This is caused by the high dielectric constant (•v 6) of the macor

and the geometry of the high number of feed-throughs. An evaluation of

the exact configuration showed that if a charge is injected precisely
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Figure V.12 Pulse shape of nominal and cross talk pulse after filtering

by the shaping amplifier.

between two sense amplifiers, 40% will be detected at each of these two

sense amplifiers and 10% at the two adjacent amplifiers. This agrees

roughly with a measured cross-talk of 7.5%.

There exists however an essential difference in pulse shape between

a sense amplifier output caused by nominal charge injection and that

caused by cross talk. The nominal output signal has the shape of the

integrated current pulse, whereas the cross talk signal resembles the

shape of the current pulse itself. Figure V.I2 shows the respective

shapes after filtering by the shaping amplifiers. Rejection of the

cross-talk can be accomplished by employing a simple pulse discrimination

circuit which is based on the rejection of the pulse if its zero-crossing

occurs within a preset time interval. Small nominal pulses, superimposed

on a cross talk pulse will inevitably be either rejected or accepted with

an erroneous amplitude. This causes systematic deviations

of < 100 urn for position regions of *> 200 pm at each side of a sense

amplifier.

V.4 The processing electronics

Figure V.13 gives a simplified block diagram of the processing

electronics. The signal processing for the anode grid (X-system) and the

drift grid (Y-system) is similar. Consider the X-system. When charge has

been collected at the grid, the shaping amplifier, which is triggered

first, starts the evant processing ('preset'-pulse) and its address is

considered as a first estimate of the position of the charge (pre-coarse
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Figure V. 13 Simplified bloak diagram of the processing eleatronias.
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position). This amplifier output and the outputs of four adjacent

amplifiers are fed to five peak detector/cross talk eliminator units, which

stretch the pulses and reset their amplitude to zero, if the pulse aero-

crossing occurs within a pre-defined time interval. The five outputs are

then compared to establish the address (coarse position CF ) of the

amplifier with the largest pulse (V.). The total amount of charge and the

fine position FP„ of the centroid of the charge relative to CP„ is

subsequently determined from the signal V. and the signal V.+. and 7. ,

of the two adjacent amplifiers.

The total amount of charge is proportional to 7_ = V.+V.+.+V._..

The fine position FP is derived from ̂ i+i~^'_t)/^T i-n a n analogue fashion.

The centroid coordinate P = CP + FP and the photon energy E (>\> V )

are fed to two output buffers if a strobe pulse is generated. This occurs

if the following conditions are fulfilled,

(i) The X- and Y- presets are coincident within a specified time

interval.

(ii) The 7„ signals, derived for X and Y independently are within a

specified pulse height interval, defined by a single channel

analyser.

The electronic circuit provides position determination with an

accuracy of •»» 1.5% of the sense amplifier distance, this being mainly

determined by the accuracy of the analogue fine position algorithm. To be

easily able to perform a full test of the detector (0 65 mm) the position

and energy information is digitized: position in units of 15.625 urn (13

bits) and energy (dynamic range •*» 20) in 64 channels. The digitized

outputs are fed to two independent data handling systems (see figure V.14).

One comprises a CAMAC data acquisition system, which is coupled to

a Digital PDP 11/34 system. The system interfaces with the detector

electronics in a 'handshake' mode and stores the energy and position

information in a buffer, which can contain one thousand events. When the

buffer is full, it is transfered to a host computer (Digital PDP 11/45)

and stored on magnetic tape. Each buffer is marked with a time label and

also contains the number of qualified events (EQXY) sent to the CAMAC,

during the time the data buffer is filled.

The other data handling system is used for on line evaluation of the

measurements. The analogue energy signal E is fed to a pulse height

analyser (PHA) for spectral analysis. The digital P and P signals are
x y

fed to a 'resolution selector', which is in turn coupled to a bi-
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Figure V. 14 Diagram of proaessing electronics and data acquisition.'

dimensional pulse height analyser of 64 x 64 channels (2D-PHA). This gives

full flexibility for the evaluation of the detector performance: either

minimum resolution (lxl mm2) covering the whole aperture, or a selectable

zoom factor on any pre-selected area can be used up to full resolution

(15.6 x 15.6 pm2), attainable over a 1 x 1 mm2 area.

The total event processing time by the electronics is dependent on

the energy E and varies between 40 and 100 ps. For a counting rate below

1 KHz this causes negligible dead time. In practice significant dead time

does occur for counting rates in excess of 400 Hz, because of the limited

speed of the data transfer to the host computer. For an extensive

description of the electronic system, see Weyts (1980).

V.5 Data analysis methods

Figure V.15 gives an overview of the reduction software, available

to analyse the tape data. It is implemented in FORTRAN on a Digital

PDP 11/45 computer under operating system RSX11D v.6.2. ,
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Figuxe V. 15 Diagram of the off-line data processing.

The following one dimensional histograms can be generated from the
tape data.

(i) A counting rate spectrum,
(i i ) The energy spectrum of a pre-selected camera area. If desired a

window can be set on the counting rate to disregard data buffers in

which a detector discharge has disturbed the measurements,
( i i i ) A scan in the indirection lumping the y-values with the same x

over a pre-selected y-range for a given energy and counting rate

interval.
(iv) Similarly a ̂ -position scan can be made.

These histograms can be stored on disk, plotted and/or printed. In

addition, part of a histogram (e.g. a particular peak) can be selected

for further analysis. The algorithm of Mukoyama (1975) is used for fast
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Gauss fitting yielding standard deviation, FWHM, peak and mean and their

statistical accuracy. These parameters can also be derived by the

application of standard statistical formulae for the derivation of the

moments of a distribution.

From magnetic tape (two-dimensional) position maps can be obtained

for a pre-selected energy range and counting rate window. Maps, comprising

64 x 64 integer arrays for a pre-selected pixel size can be generated and

stored on disk. These maps can consecutively be plotted (contour plotting),

printed and further analysed (e.g. calculation of point spread function

and line spread function parameters). Maps comprising 512 x 512 logical

arrays can also be compiled along the same criteria as a map of 64 x 64

integers. These maps have been displayed in two ways. One is the transfer

of the map to a video colour display system, which is coupled via a high

speed data link to the PDP 11/45. In the other the 512 x 512 map is

transformed into a 1024 x 1024 bit array (using an ordered dither array

according to McKechnie, 1979) which can be 'plotted' on a GOULD-printer.
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CHAPTER VI

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

The feasibility of the focal plane camera concept presented above

has been assessed by the successive tests of five detectors

(i) a parallel plate proportional counter, without position resolution

(see chapter IV.4 and IV.6)

(ii) two one-dimensional proportional detectors of different construction

(van Driel, 1979)

(iii) a bi-dimensional test camera (Bleeker et al., 1980)

(iv) a full scale proto-type focal plane camera (Huizenga et al., 1980).

This chapter describes the performance of the latter two in section VI.1

and VI.2 respectively.
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VI. I
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A PARALLEL GRID IMAGING PROPORTIONAL COUNTER OPTIMIZED
FOR DETECTION OF LOW BRIGHTNESS STELLAR XUV-SOURCES

Bleelcer, J.A.M. and Huizenga, H.
Cosmic Ray Working Group

Huygens Laboratory
Waaaenaarseveg 78

Leiden, The Netherlands

den Boggende, A.J.F. and Brinkman, A . C
Space Research Laboratory

Beneluxlaan 21
Utrecht, The Netherlands

We have developed a pos i t ion s e n s i t i v e proport io -
nal counter with good e f f i c i ency and s p a t i a l r e s o l u t i o n
at long, wavelengths (X > 100 8 ) , to be used as a foca l
plane image de tec tor i n conjunction with grazing
incidence o p t i c s f or the study of low brightness
c e l e s t i a l objec t s i n the 10-250 8 (XUV) band.

The detector features two orthogonal wire gr ids
with assoc iated e l e c t r o n i c read-out system providing
two-dimensional p o s i t i o n reso lut ion and good l i n e a r i t y
over an aperture of several centimeters. The re ad" out
system! baaed on the charge d iv i s ion technique, has
been optimised for minimum inherent n o i s e . The
position resolution obtained with this read-out system
is limited by electron diffusion only over the full *
wavelength range for the gasmixtures investigated
(9:1 Ar/CH, and 7:3 Ar/CH )̂ and pressures (0.4-1.1 bar).
Typical values for the rms position resolution obtained
with a test counter, with an absorption depth of 1.7 an
at 0.6 bar, are 50 um at 13.3 Jt and 100 um at 44 X.

VI.1,1 Introduction

The design and performance of one- and two-
dimensional posit ion sensitive proportional counters
(PSPC) has been described extensively in the literature,
In case of the one-dimensional (one-D) PSPC, two
techniques £or position determination are basically
used: the charge division technique, f i rs t employed by
Kuhlmann et a l , , which makes use of the amplitude
ratio of the s ignals at both ends of the sense wire and
the rise-time technique, introduced by Borkowski and
Kopp t which uses the pulse shapes at the end of the
anode wire for position sensing. In the lat ter case the
properties of the res is t ive anode as a distributed RC-
line are employed. The rise-time technique in particu-
lar has been expanded to application in a two-dimens-
ional (two-D) PSPC, since the read-out system does
require only four sense-amplifiers (two for each
coordinate) with relatively simple associated proces-
sing electronics. In thiB case, two different .
approaches have been applied. Borkowski and Kopp have
investigated a configuration involving two orthogonal
cathode grids comprising resist ive wires interconnected
by resistors separated by an anode grid, the position
of the induced charge on each cathode grid, which acts
as a one-D distributed RC-line, provides one coordinate
for the location of the ionizing event. Stumpel e t a l .
employing a parallel plate geometry, introduce a
res is t ive disk as detector anode, which constitutes a
two-D distributed RC-line, two pairs of "pick-offa"
from the res i s t ive disk provide the two-D location of
the incoming event.

The development of these two-D PSPC's for space
application has been greatly stimulated by the fact
that they provide highly sensitive low-background focal
plane image detectors, which can be adequately used in
conjunction with gracing incidence optics for applica-
tion in X-ray astronomy. A two-D imaging proportional
counter employing the orthogonal sense wire configur-
ation i s now successfully operating aboard the Einstein
Observatory , a res i s t ive plate counter i s now being

procured for incorporation in the imaging telescopes on
EXOSAT, the European X-ray observatory due for launch
in 1981. As a focal plane detector, the sens i t iv i ty of
a PSPC i s far superior to a channel plate detector for
extended low brightness sources with a s ize exceeding
the limiting resolution element (pixel) of the PSPC.
This is due to the low intrinsic background of a PSPC
as compared to a channel plate detector, typically
5.10"2 counts cm"2 keV"1 and to 0.5 counts cm"z sec"'
respectively. Also the average X-ray photon detection
efficiency of an imaging proportional counter i s
higher than for a channel plate belay a certain maximum
wavelength determined by the transmission of the
entrance window.

Til l now the operation of PSPC's as focal plane
X-ray image detectors has been restricted to wave-
lengths \ < 70 ft by the entrance windows. However,
there are a number of interesting galactic phenomena
to be investigated longward of this wavelength l ike
hufc,e nearby supernova remnants in a very advanced stage
of evolution, emission features from hot interste l lar
plasma (T = 106K) and the suggested existence of a hot
galactic halo. To accomodate for these astrophysical
studies, we aimed for the development of an imaging
proportional counter with high efficiency and good
position resolution up to 250 X. In order to obtain
Adequate resolution at these long wavelengths, a
position determination technique should be chosen such
that i t does not impair the intrinsic resolution of
the detector, i . e . diffusion of the electron cloud in
the gas volume of the counter.

V I . 1 . 2 Critical Detector Elements

The design of an imaging proportional counter for
the long wavelength region involves two key elements,
i . e . the development of ultra-thin entrance windows to
obtain suff ic iently high transmission at the long wave-
length end (say 20Z at 250 8 ) , secondly the choice of
an appropriate low-noise read-out technique for posit-
ion determination. We shall now proceed to discuss
these elements in some detai l .

Thin window technology

This involves the procurement of ultra-thin
plastic foilB with a typical thickness between 0.1 and
0.2 um. To qualify for our detector purpose, the manu-
facturing technique should meet the following require-
ments :
( i ) One side of the material should be conductive

to allow for a well defined e lectr ic dri f t
f ie ld in the counter,

( i i ) The mesh-supported window should withstand a
substantial difCerenticl pressure (target 1 bar),
since the intrinsic position resolution (e lec-
tron diffusion) depends on the gaspressure.

( i i i ) In view of limited gas storage in space applic-
ation and for stable operation, the diffusion
leak of the window should not exceed 2 x 10
Torr l i t e r cm~2 sec"', this i s of course

0018-W99/80/0200-OI76S00.75© 1980 IEEE
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dependent on the operating pressure,
(iv) The window should be opaque for UV-radiation

below 2400 % to prevent UV-induced events, which
may arise front electron ejection by energetic UV-
photons exceeding the workfunction of the detec-
tor vails (including the window itself).

Till now the thinnest proportional counter windows
successfully flown on sounding rockets are 0,5 pm_thick
polypropylene and parylene coated with = 20 ug cm of
colloidal carbon to provide electric conductivity and
a 15 ug caT* Lexan which provides excellent UV-
absorption below 2400 A ' . The. transmission of such
windows is however prohibitively low far our purpose
(see figure 1).
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Fig. 1 Detector efficiency for an absorption depth of
1 mm.bar gasmixture of 4:3:3 Ar/Xe/CH, for two
different entrance windows.

Over the past few years we have therefore ex-
plored the manufacturing possibilities of plastic
windows of typically 0.15 urn thick, which would meet
the requirements (i) thru (iv). We did succeed in
procuring plastic foils with the required thickness
from several materials using a variety of techniques,
i.e. Parylene (vapor phase polymerisation), Polypro-
pylene (pellicle formation from a polypropylene
solution). Bidden, Lexan, Collodium and Formvar
(pellicle formation on a water surface). However,
there was a divergence in quality with respect to
uniformity, reproducebility, leak and hurst pressure.
Of all materials iexan 101 showed ttie best performance
in term» of diffusion leak (< 5 x 10""1 Torr liter cnT2

sec"1 at a differential pressure of 0.2 bar) and burst
pressure (» 2 bar). Also deposition of 100 8 Al to
provide adequate electric conductivity was successfully
completed. A conductive layer of this thickness does
not impair the window transmission at the long wave-
length end. Since Lexan itself is an excellent absor-
ber for UV-radiation, all the results obtained indicate
that manufacturing of a 0.15 um window which meets
requirements (i) thru (iv) is indeed feasible. Till
now, all tests were restricted to samples of a limited
diameter (15 mo), currently we are engaged in enlarging
the useful diameter to » 70 mo. Figure 1 shows the gain
m efficiency tor an imaging proportional counter
equipped with a 0.15 um Lexan window as compared to a
0.5 um polypropylene window (current technology
standard). The short wavelength cut-off is determined
by the assumed counter gas mixture (in thic case 0.1
a» atm 4:3:3 Ar/CH4/Xe).

Choice of read-out technique

The principle of the position determination tech-
nique employed is illustrated in figure 2. After pene-
trating the thin entrance window, the incoming photon

ULTRA THIN
WINDOW «1500 A

DRIFT SPACE

CROSSED GRID

• lOOjutn

Fig. 2 Sketch of the detection principle.

is converted into a cloud of primary electron/ion
pairB, the electrons are drifted towards a grid plane
of parallel wires. Charge multiplication takes place
between the grid plane and an anode plane comprising
parallel wires orthogonal to those of the grid. The
position of the incoming photon is derived by a
centroid deternination of the charge cloud arriving at
the anode. If the charge of this cloud is spread over
several wires, the centroid can in principle be deter-
mined to an accuracy considerably superior to that of
the wire spacing. To avoid collection of the total
charge on one single wire, as occurs in multi-wire
proportional counters, one has to position the wires
sufficiently close to approximate a homogeneous elec-
tric field in the immediate vicinity of the anode wire
plane. Figure 3 shows a computer plot of the field
lines and equipotential lines for a wire spacing which
equals two times the wire diameter (100 um wires,
200 vm pitch). As can be seen from the figure, the
wires no longer act individually as proportional
counters, but collectively apprcwuh j field configura-
tion which is characteristic for parallel plate geo-
metry. This configuration ensures adequate distribution
of charge over several wires, if the size of the in-
coming charge cloud considerably exceeds the wire pitch.
The centroid of the charge dump on the anode is now
determined in the following way. All individual wires
in the grid and anode planes are interconnected by
means of resistors, subsequently every ntn wire is
connected to a charge sensitive sense amplifier. For a
given event location, the sense amplifier closest to
the centroid of the charge will give the largest output
Bignal, the address of this amplifier is identified by
means of a set of threshold comparators. If we desig-
nate the address of this sense amplifier A., the
precise .location PAi of the charge centroid relative
to the position _of A. can be determined by measure-
ment of the signal amplitudes of the two adjacent
amplifiers A, . and A. . by using a simple vcltage
algorithm: •
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Fig. 3 Computer plot of field and equipotential lines
near the grid wires, showing adequate
approximation to a parallel plate configura-
tion.

<y.
(I)

in which Vjtli V ^ the signal amplitudes of A. + [ 1

Aj_, respectively, V T - V . j + V. + v i + ) the sum

signal of Aj_,, Aj and Aj_( and d the distance

between two adjacent sense amplifiers. Eq(l) is only
valid if the total extent of the charge cloud on the
anode does not exceed d. Monte Carlo simulation
showed that thia requires that the FHKH of the cloud
be smaller than d/2. If it does exceed, mote sophis-
ticated position algorithms are required involving
more sense amplifier outputs. Implementation of the
read-out system to both the anode and grid (induced
charge) wire planes hence provides the required two-D
centroid determination. The technique just described
intrinsically possesses good linearity and is entirely
flexible in terms of optimization for a certain
required signal-to-noise ratio. This is an important
advantage for low energy photon measurements over
read-out systems employing resistive plate or integral
resistive grid pick-off's, since in the latter case
one always haa to cope with the full thermal noise
generated by the resiative elements. This imposes
either a. noise limited position resolution at low
energies or, alternatively, restrics' the maximum
detector size which can be used at a certain energy
without noise dominated performance in position
resolution. The system described here can be trinned
to the required signal-to-noise ratio by selecting the
appropriate value of n, which determines the number of
sense amplifiers required per unit detector length, in
other wordo one can trade the signal-to-noise ratio
against the number of sense ampKfiers,.The signal-to-
nois« ratio S/H at the output of the i ™ aense ampli-
fier/filter amplifier combination can, in first
approximation, be expressed as:

(2)

with Qj the charge flow into thia chain, T the f i lter
time constant and R, the resistive load at the input
which ia determined by the résister networks to the
two adjacent amplifiers. The best S/N-ratio i s hence
obtained by maximizing Q. (detector gas gain), choosing
\ the maximum value whijh i s allowed without intro-
ducing nulse amplitude deficits by integration on the
distributed capacitance of the counter wire». »nd
selecting T the minimin value compatible with the

frequency spectrtm of the counter pulse. Relation (2)
was experimentally verified for a range of R. and T
values and gives a very good estimate of the S/N-ratio
to be expected (experimental values within 151). For
the gasmixturea and preasures uaed in our teat-counter
a filter time constant T • 3 usec was adopted and a
Revalue of 120 kfl. If one aubstitutes these values in
eq(2), S/N - 1 is obtained for Q. » «000 electrons,
i.e. for a gas gain of say 4.10*, one tenth of the
charge generated by a single primary electron in the
counter becomes equivalent to the noise level. If one
operates at a gaa gain of 5.10* and adopts a diatance
between the sense amplifiers of 2 urn, aa we have done
for our test counter (n * 10, 100 um diam. wires, pitch
Mm), one can measure the position rzsolution due to the
noise of the read-out system as a function of wave-
length. Figure 4 (dotted curve) shows the result.
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o
i—

3 500
v)
ui
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: 300

: 2oo
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Ü
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Fig. 4 Theoretical poaition resolution for a detector
with I mo.bar absorption depth fi l led with 7:3
noble gas/CH,. Two pressure/absorption depth
combinations are shown. Measurements results
at 0.6 bar are indicated. The noise contri-
bution from the read-out system, assuming a gas
gain of 5.10*, is also given.

At 1 keV the electronic position resolution amounts to
* 13 Mm (Fiflï;) and increases inversely proportional
with photon energy aa is also expected from eq(2)
(•*. Qj). At 250 ft the electronic resolution is s t i l l of
the order of 200 um. The absolute values are somewhat
lower (t 151) than the predicted values, most probably
due to correlated noise effects.

Also given in figure 4 is the position resolution
expected from electron diffusion in the drift region.
The rma sice of the primary electron charge cloud
entering the avr.lanche space can be expressed as8:

o c l - (2 Dt") ' (3,)

with D the diffusion coefficient in the gasmixture under
consideration and t~ the electron drift time. This
expression can be rewritten as:

"cl (3b)

with C the drift length (- depth of drift region for
low energy photona), E the drift field and u the
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electron mobility. l~ and E can be determined
directly. D/u ia an intrinsic parameter of the gas
used. No accurate experimental values for D/p are
published in the literature, we have therefore compu-
ted D/p values for several current gasuixturee follo-
wing an approximation method given by Hough . The
values of o . thus obtained have aUo been experimen-
tally determined for several gasmlxtures and reason-
able agreement with the theoretical prediction is
found. The results of these calculations and experi-
mental verifications will be published elsewhere,
however the data ahow that minimum D/u E values are
obtained in a limited range of E/p values (p - gas
pressure). Given an optimum choice of E/p, the best
position resolution due to diffusion in a given gas-
mixture is determined by the variance in the centroid
determination of the amplified primary charge cloud
arriving at the anode plane. It can be shown that
this variance in position is given by:

with N the number of primary electrons and

\ 2

[ 1 4 (—) ] an enhancement factor which arises from

the variance in the total charge produced by a Bingle
electron in the avalanche region. Laboratory measure-
ments show that o /A
approximated by;

I, so that eq(4) can be veil

multiple hole mask with 50 pro pinholes to determine
the position resolution. Figure 5 shows the result for
an U-shaped array of pinholes obtained for 13.3 A
radiation. The actual size of the image display is
4 x 4 ran, each pixel is = 62 pm. If we correct for the
size of the pinhale and subtract the (small) noise
contribution from the read-out syston (counter
operation at gas gain 1,5 x 10" )- a FWHM for the
point spread function of (120 + ?Q) micron is obtained.
We also measured the position resolution at 44 8.

(4a)

It should be noted that eq(4) is a limiting case in
the senae that it assumes the pitch in the wire
planes to be negligible with respect to the size of
the primary electron cloud. Monte Carlo simulations
shov chat' if thia condition is fulfilled, aq(4a) is
the correct expression for the diffusion limited
position resolution, however if the wire pitch
becomes a substantial fraction of the cloud size, i.e.
o j< wire pitch, the value of o. is increased due to
cfdmping effects.

The dashed and solid lines in figure 4 show the
computed values of the diffusion limited position
resolution (FWHM- -2.35 oQ) as a function of photon
energy for a 7:3 noble gas/CH, mixture at two diffe-
rent pressures and absorption depths. The resolution
(lineair measure) is proportional to (l/p)l and
dominates the resolution of the read-out ays tec over
the entire wavelength regime. The use of a lover
percentage of quench gas (e.g. 9:1 noble gas/CB.)
raises these curves even further. In the next para-
graph we shall compare these computations with expe-
rimental results obtained on a test counter.

V I . 1 . 3 Measurement Be suit a

Position resolution measurements were mode with
the aid of a test counter comprising 16 x 16 mm wire
planes with 100 um diam. stainless steel wires with a
200 um pitch. The counter was equipped with a 0.5 um
polypropylene test window, had a drift region of 1,7
on depth and a separation between the wire planes
(avalanche space) of 1 mm. The distance d between the
sense amplifiers waa set at 2 mm, which outputs were
processed electronically according to the algorithm of
eq(l). the position information waa then fed into a
two-D pulse height analyzer which memory content could
be transferred to a video-color-display unit for visual
inspection.

Measurements ware carried out for several gas-
mixturflB and pressures (0.4-1.1 bar), we report here
on the results obtained with 7:3 Ar/CH, at 0.6 bar.
The detector waa placed in an 8 meter X-ray facility
(for characteristics see 1 0) and positioned behind a

Fig. 5 Position resplution at 13*3 8. Total'image
size 4 x 4nm, one pixel equals 62

Fig. 6 Position resolution at 44 X. Total image size
16 x 16 mm, one pixel equals 250 ym.

Figure 6 shows a video display for an array of 100 pm
pinholes forming XUV. the total size o£ the image is
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It i II a , one pixel corresponds to 250 wo. After
correction {or read-out noise (gaa gain 4.10 ) and
pinhole-size, the poaition resolution at 44 X equals
(230 ??> micron. The poaition reaolution was measured
for venous positions on the counter and remained
conatant within I0Z over the entire aperture.

The results of these measurements are also plot-
ted in figure 4 and show excellent agreement with the
theoretical prediction». The right-hand scale shows
the angular reaolution which i s obtained if the
detector is placed in the focal plane of a grazing
incidence teleacope with a focal length of 3 meter,
e.g. the X-ray telescope on Che Einstein Observatory,

Further Development

The measurement» on the test detector have not
yae been extended to the long wavelength end. However,
the results obtained ao far show excellent agreement
with the theoretical prediction for the performance
of this counter concept. Since a number of possible
improvenenta on construction technique, poaition
linearity and breakdown potential became apparent
during evaluation of the test counter performance, we
have already constructed -an upacaled version of the
test detector incorporating all these improvements.
The counter, which features a 65 on diameter effective
aperture, equipped with a 0.15 vm Lexan window will
shortly be tested. The results of these measurements
will be presented in forthcoming publicationa and
deacribed in detail in the Ph.D. thesis of one of the
authors (B.B.).
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VI.2 A parallel grid imaging proportional counter for celestial

XUV sources

H. Huizenga, J.A.M. Bleeker and L.A.L. Weijts

The prototype camera, which has been constructed as described in

chapter V.2, features considerable improvements over the test camera.

The aperture has been increased from 0 20 mm to 0 65 mm, which is a

typical size for use in the focal plane of a grazing incidence mirror.

For the tests at wavelengths of -v 250 S, a sub-micron window (3000 8

lexan) was mounted to the camera (chapter V.I).

The tests performed to assess the quality of the camera can be

sub-divided into (i) uniformity and linearity tests and (ii) measurements

of the position and energy resolution at different wavelenghts. In

addition an evaluation of the intrinsic background was performed.

1) A paper containing the results presented here, will be submitted for

publication in Nucl. Instr. and Meth. (1980).
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Figure VI. S Image (16 x 16 mm2) of a pinhole mask (40 \im pinholes at a

pitch of 420 ym. This is superimposed on a line pattern in

which the points of intersection indicate the positions of

the pinholes (13 % radiation, gas gain * 2 x 101*).

VI. 2.1 Uniformity and linearity

A pinhole mask with 40 ]xm pinholes in an equilateral triangular

pattern and at a pitch of 420 pm was placed in front of the camera

(Z = 2 mm, p = 0.65 bar, gas mixture 70% argon + 30% methane). The pinhole

mask was irradiated with monochromatic X-rays of 13.3 X. Figure VI.5 shows

the image obtained by illuminating an arbitrary 16 x 16 mm2 region in the

camera, superimposed on a line pattern which points of intersection
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Figure IV.6 Part of the image (12 x 32 mm2J obtained by uniform irradiation

(2 # radiation, gas gain *v< 3 x 103, pixel size 0.25 x 0.25 mmJ.

4n -¿mage o/ tfce J mm t&iefe 2>ars o/ t&e window support is

clearly visible.

indicate the positions of the pinholes. The absence in the image at

regularly intervals of a number of pinholes is due to their obscuration

by the window support assembly. The figure clearly shows high macro-

linearity which is an intrinsic property of the read-out system employed.

Another test of the overall performance of the camera is a Kniform

illumination of the total camera aperture. Figure VI.6 shows the image

obtained at 2 £ for a 12 x 32 mm2 region. An image of the 1 mm thick

support bars of the aluminium window support assembly (pitch 20 mm) is

clearly visible. The pixel size is 250 vim. We have investigated the

deviations in the image for the above case of uniform illumination.

Figure VI.7 shows two 16 mm x-scans through the data (channel size

62.5 um) integrated over the full y range (12 mm) and in two different

energy intervals. These figures show increased intensities at positions

where sense amplifiers are connected to the grid and intensity deficits

adjacent to these positions. This non-uniformity is explained by the

imperfect operation of the cross-talk eliminators at these positions

(see chapter V.3.2). At the high energy interval this effect extends to

a distance of ^ 275 pm at each side of the amplifier position. At lower

energies the feature is even somewhat broader (y 375 um). It is evident

that micro-linearity is also affected (see below). It should be noted

that the cross talk is caused by the geometry of the high number of
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Figure VI. 7 Intensity distribution of figure VI.63 along the x-axis3

integrated over the full y-range for two energy intervals.
The pixel eise is 62.5 * 62.5 pm. The non-uniformities are
centred around the amplifier positions.
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Figure VI. 8 Micro-linearity demonstrated by a 4 mm long scan, see text.

feed-throughs (see chapter V.3.2). A less compact design or a different

arrangement of the feed-throughs may significantly reduce the cross-talk.

Micro-linearity (linearity between amplifiers) is evaluated by the

irradiation of the camera (13.3 8) through a single pinhole (diameter

60 um) at 100 urn intervals along an arbitrary line. Figure VI.8 shows

the result for a 2 x 4 mm2 area of the detector. The successive positions

of the pinhole are indicated by crosses on the solid line, interrupted

at three places by the window support meshes. The centres of the point

images are indicated by squares. The non-linearities are largest near

the amplifier positions (x = 2043, 2176, 2304 and y = 1024, 1152), where,

there are deviations of "*> 100 um between the incident beam centroid and

the measured centroid of the point spread function (PSF). However this

is fully acceptable for our purposes and in any case can be improved by

reducing the cross talk (see chapter V.3.2).

One of the important characteristics of an imaging detector is the

uniformity of the gas gain over the total area. To study this "v 60% of

the total area was illuminated by 13 & radiation through a fine pinhole

mask (50 vim pinholes at a pitch of 250 urn) in order to obtain the energy

spectra for each 2 x 2 mm2 pixel. The mean of the energy spectrum is

proportional to the gas gain.

In figure VI.9 the gas gain is presented as function of the position

for four scans over the camera. The gas gain is normalized to the mean
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Figure VI. 9 Gas gain in 2 * 2 mmz bins for four scans acoross the

aperture (IS 8. radiation, O.SS bar of 70% argon and 30%

metharie).

gain in the central (0 = 32 mm) area of the camera aperture. For this

measurement (p = 500 torr) gas gain differences of + 10% corresponds to

differences in the depth of the avalanche space (nominally 1 mm) of

typically + 5 ym. A detailed evaluation of the trends of the gas gain

variations showed high correlation with the sequences used in mounting

the grid wires. The gas gain variations thus appear to be attributable

to the decrease of tension in the first mounted wires, due to the

increasing tension (up to 600 N) between the decagonal macor plates (see

chapter V.2.2). It is indeed observed, that a decrease in the tension

in a wire (from 2N •*• IN) changes its alignment, mainly due to a change in

the bending-stress in the wire between the adjustment strip and the feed-through.

However the measured deviations from a uniform gas gain are fully

acceptable and will only affect the energy resolution for the shorter

wavelengths (X < 5 ft). In addition it must be emphasized that at lower
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pressures the gas gain is less dependent on the depth of the avalanche

space: at 150 torr a ̂  5 p change in depth causes a 5% gas gain difference.

VI.2.2 Position and energy resolution

The position and energy resolution of the camera was evaluated at

four wavelengths (2 X, 13 8, 44 8. and 250 ft) using a variety of test

patterns in front of the camera. The camera was operated in several modes

with varying gas mixtures, pressure, drift length and gas gain. The

formulae for the theoretical values of position and energy resolution

have been given in chapter IV.6 and IV.7. The relevant formulae were:

energy resolution:

Rv{y) = 2.355 a/y (6.1)

(a / Y ) 2 = {(a./A)2 + F + 5.7 * 107/m42}/m (6.2)
y A

(measured amplifier noise ̂  4350 electrons).

position resolution:

due to diffusion: a 2 = c^2 (aQ
Z/m) (£7p) {l + (a^M)2} (6.3)

due to noise : a„ •*» 1.3 x \07/mA (5.4)

total : oT
2 = ap

2 + o N
2 + ab

2 (6.5)

with a, 2 the variance of the incident photon position distribution with

respect to the beam centre. The actual drift length I' is dependent on

the mean absorption depth as (4.79):

Z1 - I- C(X)/p + II {eP l / ? ( X ) - 1} (6.6)

The value of fQ = (aJA)
z is derived, as an approximation, from an

evaluation of all^/E (figure IV.10b), assuming UQ/U. = 0.5. For the

position and energy resolution of the camera we discuss the results

obtained at the four wavelengths.
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2.1 A

1 mm

Figure VI. 10 Image obtained at 2 2.

2.1 £

A pinhole mask with 100 pm pinholes was placed in front of the

camera {1=5 mm, p = 800 tcrr, gas mixture 90% argon + 10% methane and

irradiated with 2 A radiation of a Fe-55 radioactive source. Figure VI.10

shows the image obtained with a gas gain of •>» 4000. All pinholes (at

distance of ̂ 0.5 mm) are clearly resolved. The mean position resolution

o_ is 88 + 5 urn. The main contribution to the position resolution is the

range of the photo-electron. Subtraction of the diffusion component

(a "v 25 tim), the noise component (o„ *u 15 pm) and the beam size

(o, *v 40 ym) yields a value for the range of the 3 keV photo-electron:

7 3 + 7 um. This value is somewhat lower than the value predicted by

Charpak et al. (1978b): *v 95 pm.

The energy spectrum of the total alluminated area is shown in

figure VI.11. The full absorption peak and the argon-escape peak are

seen. The energy resolution (25%) agrees reasonably with expressions

(6.1) and (6.2). These predict R„ *• 26% if we add a 20% contribution

from the variation in gas gain over the area (section VI.2.1).

13.2 8

The camera (I = 2.1 mm) was irradiated with 13.2 & radiation

generated by a Henke-type X-ray source in an X-ray facility (described

by Duymaer van Twist, 1976; Brinks, 1977; de Korte, 1979). An image

obtained from a pinhole mask has already been presented in figure VI.5

which features a r.m.s. position resolution of typically 50 pm.

For a gas mixture of 70% argon + 30% methane (£(X=13 8) = 2.1 mm

bar; C = 27.1 eV; F "\- 0.23) we evaluated in detail the position and
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Figure VI. 11 Energy spectrum at 2 ft - same measurement as figure VI. 10.

energy resolution at five pressures between 750 and 150 torr. For all

measurements the drift field was chosen in the range 1-1.5 Td, for which

o is a minimum, as follows both from figure IV.16 and measurements

performed with an one-dimensional detector (van Driel, 1979). The gas gain

was maintained in the range 2.2 - 3.0 x 101*. For the measurements a

pinhole with a diameter of 50 um was placed in front of the camera. Some

results are presented in table VI.1 and figure VI.12.

In figure VI.12 the measured position resolutions (r.m.s.) are

plotted against the theoretical values as evaluated from eq. (6.3) through

(6.6). Within statistical errors the measured point spread functions, were

consistent with a Gaussian as regards the following equalities:

FWHM
PSF HEW PSF FWHM

LSF
1.469 HEW

LSF
2.355 a (6.7)

»-
with FWHM, HEW, PSF and LSF denote full-width-at-half-maximum, half-energy-

width, point-spread-function and line-spread-function respectively.

Therefore the standard deviation could be accurately determined. The

measured resolution exceeds the theoretical value at all pressures, with

the largest deviations at low pressures. This indicates that at lower
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Figure VI.IB Compilation of measurement results obtained at 13 2 with a

gas mixture of 70% argon and 30% methane. (Upper, left)

image of pinhole, diameter 50 m. The HEW equals 129 + 8 \m.

(Centre, left) line spread distribution of the same image.

(Lower> left) typical energy spectrum obtained at * 0.3S bar.

(Vpper, right) measux-ed and theoretical position resolution

o T , see eq. .(6.5). (Lower, right) measured and theoretical

energy resolution as function of pressure.
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Table VI.1 Parameters of position and energy resolution measurements

(70% argon + 30% methane)

+ for avalanche space

++ estimated from figure IV.10b - see text

r e s u l t s

HA)

13.2

44.5

p(torr)

750

500

350

250

150

350

250

150

75

86.7

101

115

131

169

121

141

176

272

0.89

0.84

0.80

0.75

0.68

0.78

0.73

0.67 •

0.60

p ap(ym)

32

40

45

51

67

101

112

139

181

39

47

52

57

66

104

115

141

183

V>
42

41

40

40

38

73

71

69

66

44+2

55+2

61+2

70+2

89+2

126+5

133+5

153+7

240+40

-

58+4

52+3

47+2

42+4

76+4

75+3

69+3

—

pressures the photo-electron range may play a significant role (typically

15 ym.bar). The energy resolution is worse than expected, especially at

higher pressures. A possible explanation may be found in the gas gain

non-uniformity, which is especially important at higher pressures (see

chapter VI.2.1).

We have also evaluated the performance of the camera using a gas

mixture of 40% argon, 30% xenon and 30% methane (£(A=13 8) = 0.55 mm bar;

C % 25.8 eV;*1^ T.23). Methane is expected to dominate the diffusion

characteristics of the mixture and thus a will be comparable to the

values for a gas mixture of 70% argon and 30% methane (figure IV.16).

The pinhole mask with 40 ym pinholes at a pitch of 420 ym was placed in

front of the camera. For a gas gain of 2.5 x 101* (p = 500 torr;

E/N = 103 Td) a position resolution (r.m.s.) of 42 + 2 ym was obtained

(the lowest position resolution ever obtained during our investigations).

An image of an I x I mm2 region is shown in figure VI.13. The theoretical

value for the position resolution amounts to 48 um (a = 43 urn, a, *»» 15 \im,

o ^ 14 um). The discrepancy between the theoretical prediction and
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Figure VI. 13 Image of a few pinholes (diameter 40 \sm, at a pitch of

420 prn) in a 1 mm1 area (pixel size 15.6 x 15.6 \im)

obtained at 13 i? with a gas mixture of 40% argon, 30% xenon

and 30% methane.

experimental results as published by Sanford et al. (1979) has not been

observed and is therefore questionable.

Finally we measured the position resolution for a gas mixture of

90% argon and 10% carbon dioxide using the same configuration as above

(5(X=13 8) = 2.1 m , C -x-26.3, F * 0.23). At a gas gain of ^ 2 x \Qh

(p = 290 torr, E/N ̂  102 Td) a position resolution (r.m.s.) of 69 + 3 ym

was obtained which significantly exceeds the theoretical value of 35 ym

(op = 24 ym, a = 18 ym, a. = 15 ym, ci» = I.I). Apparently for such a

small cloud (a =106 ym) the charge does not spread over enough wires

to facilitate centroid determination to an accuracy less than the wire

pitch (see also chapter V.2.1). This result shows that application of

this gas mixture will be useful only for V Ip > 10 mm.bar"1 (a > 200 ym).

44

We evaluated the performance of the camera (Z = 2.1 mm) for C-Ko

line radiation (44 8) using a gas mixture of 70% argon + 30% methane

(5(\=44 8) = 0.18 mm bar; C = 27.1 eV; F « 0.23). The drift field was
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Figure VI.14 Compilation of measurement results, obtained at 44 2 with

a gas mixture of 70% argon + 30% methane. (Upper, left)

image of a SO pm diameter pirihole, the HEW equals 310 + 10 vm.

(Centret left) line spread distribution of the same image.

(Lower3 left) typical energy spectrum at 0.35 bar. (Upper,

right) measured and theoretical position resolution (a~ see

expression 6.5) at several pressures. (Lower, right) measured

and theoretical energy resolution as function of pressure.
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again chosen in the range 1.1 - 1.5 Td and the gas gain was kept in the

range (7.0 - 7.7) x 101* to minimize the influence of noise. A typical

image of a few hundred pinholes obtained with •* 50% of the aperture is

shown with enhanced contrast at the front cover of this thesis (pressure

500 torr, position resolution determined by pinhole size of 200 pm, scale

4:1).

Some of the results (pinhole size 0 50 um) obtained at pressures

between 75 and 350 torr are presented in table VI.1 and figure VI.14. Both

the measured energy resolutions and measured r.m.s. position resolutions

are close to the theoretical values. The theoretical value for a (for

this gas mixture) was estimated to be accurate within 20% (chapter IV.3.4).

These measurements, in addition to those performed at 13 8, are consistent

with that estimate.

250 &

To measure the performance of the camera (Z = 2.1 mm) at ̂  250 A,

the Henke-type X-ray source was replaced by a 'hollow cathode' discharge

source (Paresce et al., 1971; Brand, 1979). The source was operated with

Helium gas which resulted in the emission of the He-II lines (mainly 304

and 256 £).

First the intensities of these lines were measured using a

transmission grating (500 lines/mm, Brinkman et al., 1980) and a channe1-

tron (Lenselink, 1979). Next the transmission of the ̂  3000 A thick Lexan

foil, which was later on used as the entrance window, was evaluated. It

turned out that the transmission of the 256 & and 304 X lines through the

window were equal(for transmission values, see chapter V.I).

For the measurements we used 70% argon and 30% methane as counting

gas (S(\*-250 A) = 0.29 mm.bar; C =27.1 eV; F T. 0.23). At a pressure of

300 torr an image was obtained of a mask with 200 um pinholes (diameter)

at a pitch of 1.3 mm. The result is presented in figure V.4. The r.m.s.

position resolution at this pressure was measured to be 260 + 8 pm for a

drift field of 1.4 Td and a gas gain of 3.8 * 105. Thin is in excellent

agreement with the theoretical prediction: 272 um (cr = 260 pm,

0„ = 21 pm, a. ^ 75 pm). At 150 torr theory and experiment were also in

agreement (measured 329 + 6 pm, theory 344 pm from a = 335 pm,
-p

o = 21 um and a, * 75 pm).
N D
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Figure VI.IS Theoretical and measured energy spectrum for 256/304 2

radiation and a single electron distribution.

The measured energy spectrum at 300 torr is shown in figure VI.15,

together with a single electron spectrum. This single electron spectrum

(see chapter IV.4.3) is obtained with the same conditions as the 256/304 &

energy spectrum, the only difference being that a 4 urn polypropylene window

was placed in front of the gas discharge source. Such a window is opaque

for 256/304 8 radiation, hut transparant to the He-II UV lines, which

give rise to single electron distributions. The contribution of single

electron events to the 256/304 8 measurement can be neglected. Figure

VI.15 also shows the theoretical curves, treating the 256/304 8 lines as

one line at ^ 280 X, with F + (o^M) 2 = 0.95 (see chapter IV.6 for the

method to calculate the theoretical curves). Almost perfect agreement

between theory and experiment is evident.
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The intrinsic background of the camera was evaluated both at 150 and

500 torr (gas mixture 70% argon + 30% methane, gas gain *v 2.5 * SO1*,

wavelength range 6-100 A). At both pressures the intrinsic background was

(3.9 +0.1) x 10~2 counts s~1cm~2, excluding in total 0.4 spurious counts s"1

at a few (typically 2) positions, probably due to small dust particles.

The measurement was repeated with the camera surrounded by lead blocks to

reduce the contribution due to y-rays from the wall, which was measured

to be (2.5 + 0.5) * 10~2 counts s~1cm~2. The contribution of p-mesons was

evaluated by situing the camera in between two plastic scintillators

(p-meson telescope) and operating the camera in coincidence with the

plastic scintillators. This showed the contribution of jj-mesons to be

(0.5 + 0.2) x 10~2 counts s~1cm~2. As a result the real intrinsic back-

ground is (1 + 0.6) x io~2 counts s~1cm~2or (5 + 3) x 1O~3 counts s"1™"2

1keV~

VI.3 Minimum source detectability

The minimum source detectability of an X-ray telescope comprising a

grazing incidence mirror in conjunction with a focal plane camera is an

important parameter for the quality of the camera design. To judge

the intrinsic capabilities of the developed focal plane camera, we

calculated the minimum source detectability (see chapter III.2, ci = 5,

C2 = 5) in two hypothetical applications of the camera:

(i) The camera used in conjunction with the optics on board the Einstein

satellite. The camera parameters are taken to be optimized for point

source detection in the 2-60 8 range ('XUVA' configuration, see

table VI.2).

(ii) The camera used as focal plane instrument for an

X/EUV sky survey mission, as studied by the European Space Agency -

ESA report 79(9). Therefore the camera parameters are taken to be

optimized for the detection of extended low brightness sources in

the 25-250 % region ('XUVB' configuration, see table VI.2).

We discuss these two cases in more detail.
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Table VI.2 Performance present camera - see text.

XUVA XUVB

wavelength passband

entrance window

absorbing gas

window support transmission

gas pressure

depth of drift space

spatial resolution (r.m.s.)

efficiency (including window

support)

energy resolution

intrinsic background

(counts cm~2s~1keV~1)

2

0

2.

13

60

2.

8

2.

13

60

ym

.4A,

1 X

X
X

lX

X

1 X

X
X

2-60 X

polypropylene

0.3Xe, 0.3CHIJ

70%

1.5 bar

5.5 mm

90 ym

53 ym

108 ym

15%

60%

25%

60%

90%

8xl0"3

10-250 X

0.

0.4A,

0

13 X

60 X

250 X

10 X

150 X

13 X

60 X

250 X

3 ym lexan

0.3Xe, 0.3CHI,

50%

1.5 bar

2 mm

46 ym

95 ym

250 ym

40%

10%

50%

90%

200%

8x10~3

(i) The parameters of the focal plane cameras present in the focal plane

of the Einstein satellite are given by Giacconi et al. (1979). The

minimum source detectability of the telescope in conjunction with the

Imaging Proportional Counter (IPC, see also figure III.5) and the High

Resolution Imager (HRI, see figure III.4) are calculated according to

expression (3.1) and (3.2) and given in figure VI.16, assuming an incident

thermal Bramsstrahlung spectrum of W7 = 4 keV (T a. 4 x 107K) and a low

energy cut off at 0.4 keV. For such a spectrum the effective area of the

IPC and HRI are •»» 100 and «v 10 cm2 respectively. The HRI intrinsic back-

ground is assumed to be 0.5 counts s~1cm~2 and the diffuse X-ray background

100 counts s'^cm^ster"1. The total background of the IPC

configuration (sum of intrinsic background, cosmic ray induced background

and diffuse X-ray background) was taken 0.22 counts s~1cm~2ster~1 for the

0.15-4 keV band. The optimum cell sizes for the detection of faint point
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Figure VI.16 Point source sensitivity of the Einstein telescope with its

focal plane instruments HRI and IPC. The dotted curve shows

the minimum source deteatability were the present camera

('XUVA' configurations see table VI.2) placed in the focal

plane of the Einstein telescope.

sources (according to Giacconi et al., 1979) are 3' x 3' for the IPC and

12" x 12" for the HRI. The calculated minimum source detectability agrees

with Giacconi et al. (1979).

We also calculated the minimum source detectability (see chapter

III.2) for the present camera design (operational mode 'XUVA') under

exactly the same circumstances as for which the IPC minimum source

detectability is calculated (same window and background). The optimum

cell size was taken to be 12" x 12". This result is also shown in figure

VI. 16. The minimum source detectability with respect to HRI and IPC is

improved by a factor of ̂  10, because the present camera design features

both the high resolution of the HRI and the high effective area and low

background of the IPC.

It must be emphasized however that in case of the HRI the pixel

size is determined by the grazing incidence optics whilst for the 'XUVA'-

configuration the pixel size is limited by the diffusion processes in the

camera. Therefore further improvement of the telescope quality (by a
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factor of ten), decrease of the HRI pixel area (by a factor of ten) and

decrease of the HRI intrinsic background (by a factor of five), which to

date are all technically feasible would give a micro-channel plate a

similar potential as the present camera design (for point source

observations).

(ii) Soft X/EUV sky survey satellite missions have been proposed to study,

amongst others, extended low brightness sources in the sky. The present

camera 'XUVB'-configuration, see table VI.2, id specifically suited as

focal plane instrument in such a mission. To justify this statement we

calculated the minimum source detectability using a survey telescope

(focal length ^ 1.7 m, geometric area ̂  400 cm2, field of view a few

square degrees - see ESA report 79(9) -) in conjunction with the present

('XUVB') camera and also with a channel multiplier array (CMA) having the

characteristics of that in the Low Energy Exosat satellite experiment

(de Korte, 1980). We have calculated the minimum source detectability

for extended (5' x 5') features in the sky, emitting a thermal Bremsstrah-

lung spectrum of 5 x 105 K and associated line emission arising from a

'depleted' abundance (Davelaar, 1979). Such an interspersed emission is

expected to occur on the basis of 0-VI observations (chapter II). Further the

intensity is reduced by the Interstellar Medium, for with we assumed a

density of ^ 0.06 atoms/cm3,^ = 2 x 1019 cm"2. The absorption cross-

sections of Cruddace et al. (1974) are used.

For such a spectrum the 'CMA' effective area is ̂  15 cm2 and the

'XUVB' effective area is ̂  35 cm2. The 'CMA' intrinsic background I. is

approximately 0.5 counts s-1cm~2. The 'XUVB' background arises mainly

from the cosmic ray induced background and has been estimated at

0.05 counts s~1cm~2 for the 25-250 8 band and assuming, conservatively,

60% rise-time discrimination (in an eccentric orbit, providing geocoronal

free observations).

Using expression (3.4) we calculated the minimum source detectability

which is given in figure VI.17. The present camera is a factor of *v 7 more

sensitive than the micro-channel plate, dus to the above differences in

efficiency and intrinsic background.
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Figure VI. 17 Extended source sensitivity for the present aamera ('XUVB'-

configuration and channel multiplier array in conjunction

with a telescope^ optimized for a soft-X/EUV all sky survey.

VI. 4 Conclusions

V

i

Two firm conclusions can be drawn:

(i) The present camera design has proved to have intrinsically high

uniformity, linearity and efficiency and low intrinsic background.

It is shown (section VI.3) that the camera meets the requirements

of a focal plane imaging instrument desired for the observation of

extended sources. One remaining problem area comprises the capacitive

coupling (cross-talk) between the feed-through of the grid wires

(section V.3.2), which causes systematic deviations in position

(section VI.2). However, both the magnitude and shape of the cross-

talk pulses are understood and in a future design of the present

camera concept this problem can be circumvented by altering the

feed-through configuration.

(ii) The theory presented for position and energy resolution has proven

to be an adequate diagnostic tool for assessment of the camera

performance.
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PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

A used symbol for argon

A gas gain

B binding energy

a thermal velocity of electrons

C ionization yield

d depth of the avalanche space

D diffusion coefficient

E electric field strength

f gas gain variance

F Fano factor

Fe = ek/S
h polya parameter (= l/fQ)

J ionization potential

k Boltzmann's constant

I depth of drift space

I mean free path

I' mean drift length of electrons

L position linearity

m number Of primary electrons

n number of secondaire electrons

; n number of wires between two sense amplifiers

N atom number density

p pressure

p . complex frequency (= ju)

f 1 'elastic cross section for momentum transfer'

i q- inelastic cross section

•ff_ energy resolution

s wire pitch of the grids

': t time

t argument of moment generating functions

\- T temperature
i.

} W drift velocity

\ x position coordinate

I x = n/A
y position coordinate

s position coordinate
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a first Townsend coefficient

Y energy of photon

T gamma function

e electron energy

EL characteristic electron energy

T\ electron temperature

\ wavelength of photon

A mean fractional energy loss

JJ mobility

v frequency

£ mean absorption depth

p charge density

a_ standard deviation of position resolution

function

O_ idem, solely due to diffusion

a„ idem, solely due to noise

a, idem, solely due to beam size

a standard deviation of charge distribution

a idem, at 1 bar for 1 mm drift length

a. standard deviation of single electron

distribution

W flueorescence yield
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SUMMARY

During the past few years (1977-1980) a new type of imaging X-ray

detector has been developed for use in the focal plane of a grazing

incidence X-ray mirror. The design concept is based on the combination of

a parallel plate proportional counter (Stümpel et al., 1973) with the

crossed grid read-out system of a micro channel-plate (Kellogg et al.,

1976). A'newly developed sub-micron entrance window provides the

possibility to detect X-rays with wavelengths up to 250 ft.

The camera features high position resolution (FWHM ̂ 0.2 mm at 2 ft,

< 0.1 mm at 10 8, ̂  0.5 mm at 250 A), good correlation between the

incident photon position and measured position (< 0.1 mm) and further

efficiency and energy resolution as for a normal proportional counter.

The energy and position resolution are in agreement with the theoretical

predictions discussed in chapter IV. The camera can be optimized for an

arbitrary wavelength band (dynamic range *v» 25) between 2 and 250 ft.

The camera is specifically suited for application as a focal plane

instrument in a XUV survey telescope on board a satellite, which would

provide typically arc minute spatial resolution and an all sky sensitivity

down to 10~*^ erg/cra2s in a one year mission.
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SAMENVATTING

Gedurende de afgelopen jaren (1977-1980) is een nieuw type beeld-

detector ontwikkeld, die bedoeld is voor gebruik in het brandvlak van

scherende inval röntgenoptiek. Het principe van de beelddetector of

camera is gebaseerd op een parallel plaat proportionele detector, zoals

ontwikkeld door Stümpel e.a. (1973), in kombinatie met een uitleessysteem,

zoals gebruikt door Kellogg e.a. (1976) voor een 'channel plate'-beeld-

detector. Een speciaal voor dit doel ontwikkeld lexan venster (> 0.0003

mm dik) maakt het mogelijk zachte röntgenstraling te detecteren met

golflengten tot ^ 250 %.

De camera heeft een hoog oplossend vermogen (FWHM ^ 0.2 mm bij

2 >%., < 0.1 mm bij 10 8, *\» 0.5 mm bij 250 X).Het beeld wordt vastgelegd

met een absolute nauwkeurigheid van < 0.1 mm. De detectie-efficiëntie

en energie-resolutie hebben waarden die karakteristiek zijn voor

proportionele telbuizen. De energie- en positieresolutie is in overeen-

stemming met de theorie zoals die is bediscussieerd in hoofdstuk IV.

De camera kan worden geoptimaliseerd voor een willekeurige golflengteband

(dynamisch bereik "v> 25) tussen 2 en 250 8.

De camera is met name geschikt om te worden toegepast als brand-

vlakinstrument in een, aan boord van een satelliet geplaatste, röntgen-

telescoop, die is geoptimaliseerd voor een met een oplossend vermogen

van een boogminuut en met hoge gevoeligheid in kaart brengen van de

XUV-sterrenhemel (10~13 erg/cm2s van de hele hemel in één jaar).
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